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Elections Monday

1Student

'

Cathcart, B d
in BUSA .r un-off

tnrown
from
shuttle
•

•

By DESIREE F. HICKS
Hilltop Staff Writer

1''

university student was thrown
froip a shuttle bus Monday afternoon
whC:n the door of thC bus accidently
o~ned while the vehicle was in motionj.
·t
· Monday 's _incident ·stemmed from a
. practice that has become common durin~ : the morning and 3.ftemoon,tfush
hours : overcrowding of the shuttle

I

'
buies.

,

- ....

•

bespite a notice that is openly dis1 plal.ed on the fi:ont of the !>uses that
reads , ·· For passenger safety, Federal
la..l. prohibits operation of this bus

I.

'

w~ile anyone

I

\

is standing forwa!d of the

Sharks take Black Nationals
'

I

itored the situation and· the buses are
"1nning on schedule ."
However, Coleman has noted that
there are still problems with getting students to cooperate in boarding the bus .
''We have asked students who are
not going to Slowe or Carver not to
board the buses when they arrive at the
main gate but to wait and get on the
other side of the street,'' said Coleman .
In observing this policy, students
would be able to get on and off of the
bus at Slowe in a timely fashion, thus
alleviating the use of extra time, Cole-

man 1sa.i'd .
But when prcscntcd _with this idea,
students had mixed ,reactions.
''By the time thejbus comes back up
if it's raining or cdld people don't want
to be waiting the extra time . When it's a
nice day it's fine but every day isn't
going to be nice," commented Sutton

Plaza resident, Denick Clark.
Pamela Johnson of Meridian Hill expressed similar thoughts, ''It depends
on the weather, If it's raining or cold its
incovenient to ,have to wait.''
In the event that a bus becomes too
crowded, Coleman urged, students to
be patient and wait for the next bus .
·During the morning and afternoon rush
hows (7-10 a.m. & 3-6 p.m.), "a relief
i.s comes within I 0-12 minutes 59 we
hive asked students to be patient and
wait," said Cf)leman .
However, Johnson said, ''So1netimes: they run on time, but for most pan
they doo't. So it's inconvenient to wait
in bad weather. ''
Clark commented, 'it's us11 ally a half
hour but I don't mind waiting for another bus because I don't like getting

I.

P!lshed on the bus. "

.Student Larry Westbury noted
"Moot of the time the system is accu- ,
ralC and the bus docs come on time. But
bec111 se the bus caters to students who

_ may oot live in one of the dorms but
'
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w1'ile line .''
By Wa}·ne E. Jackson-The Hilltop
In the past. both students and operSharJis display trophies won at the Black Nationals.
ators of the buses have Chosen to ignore
it , ~
I
(\ccording to Jim Coleman, the un·
ivcrsity's assistant for Special Pro,,
grams, the university now plans to
•
•· rbllow up to make sure it is enforced
''I'm very pleased with the outRAY RAGLAND
100 & 200 yard backstroke . Dwayne
th at s luden Is don 't s1and be yo nd th e By
Hilltop Staffwriter
wtjite line .''
Clayton's buttertly, Cropper's 200yard come.'' said Coach Yonnie ShambourPast efforts 10 enforce the rule have
'' I didn't expec;t it to be that easy' '. freestyle: Willian1s 100 & 200 yard ger. he said he was pleased with the
often resulted in negative reactions
Those were the wOrds of Kenny Wilson breaststroke, Abraham Manear 400 In- presence of the community, alumni and
f~ the students . ''We have told the
and the general feelings of the entire dividual medley, Renaldo Byrd 100 past coaches.
''They came from all over and
drivers they should not permit students
team as they v.'a lked off with what yard freestyle and Williams, Cropper.
to-~et that packed but students often
could only be described as a lopsided Wilson and Byrd 400 yard medley watched and shared comments, to
know I have something in common
sta(t to fuss and curse when this is
victory al the 7th Annual Black Nations freestyle relay .
~ do~e, " said Coleman.
al Swimming and Diving Cham·
In the diving con1petition Howard with those guys means a lot .
The pro-Howa!d crowd really help to
~illie Johnson, a driver for the East
pionships. held last weekend at Burr continued its do111ination with I st and
Co,a st Parlor Car Tours company,
Gymnasium .
2nd i&andings in both the o~ meter and pump the swimmers up despite the lack
· - -which provides the daily bus service,
And easy it was, as Howard won three meter events. Kevin Holmes rose of competition.
,'The crowd pumped us-I really
said he has experienced similar reacevery one of the men 's events . Andre to the occasion placing a slim first over
liked the support, I only wish we had
tions from students .
Cropper set a new Black National and fellow team mate Courtney Miller .
'' I have had a hard time (enforcing
school record for the I .650·yard frees That seemed to be the case through- that sought of suppon all year' ' said
1
the rule) because they don't want to
tyle.
out the three day event. Howard 's ma- Coach Shambourger.
When the final destruction was over
move . But now we have been told we
' For Cropper this record was the jor competition was Howard as they
are going to have to enforce it and if we
cream of the crop, after what he calls a fought hard to break the nationals, the Howard had recorded a total of 254
have problems we will have to call
''disappointing season'' due to a pulled school s. and their own records. the points. Lincoln College placed second
with 89 points, followed by Florida
security," said Johnson .
muscle in his shoulder that continued to competitions in no way a factor .
Driver 'HaroldTurleysaid, ··easicalhinder his perfonnance throughout the
This was due, panicially due to the A&M with I 0 points and Alabama
ly , if the weather is not bad, if I ask
dual meet season .
facl four teams withdrew at the last A&M who remained scoreless.
It was not a total loss for Alabama
them to get off. nine out of 10 times
··1 kept positive throughout which is minute from the championships.
they will .''
what pulled me through ~n the end .··
Despite the nonshowing of these A&M who took the Women's event
Over the months , university officials · Cropper, along With W ilson and Caesar team s and the lopsided victory the with 194 points, Howard followed
have sought many ways to deal with the
Williams, wo n the 400-yard freestyle crowd sti ll came each day and cheered second with 72 points , 3rd was Florida
overcrowding problems . .According to
relay.
Howard on as they witnessed Howard A&M with 24 points followed by Lincoln who remained scoreless.
Coleman, from the ' '. mechanical
Other victories included Wilson 's swi~ming a_t its best.
aspect'' of the system, '' We have moos 1..._::::;::;::_::.::.::;;.::::...:::::.:.::.::..__:.::.._____::..__:~------------------------_,

,,

.who WIDl tD 80 downtown or ......,,..
thing, I think they .-S 1Z least anotbet'
otra bus to make the system run more
efficieady.••

)

were divided between them and the
Jackson/Howie ticket . ''Now that Jack·
son is no longer in the race, we don't
forsee any problems.

By KELLY MARBURY

Business School panel to review
professor - student 'skirmish'
By CARLTON LOCKARD

Special to the Hilltop
A Howard University case involving
a skim1ish between a student and professor" is set to be heard before the
School of Business Judiciary Committee March 13, according to the dean
of the school, Milton Wilson .
Professor Wilton Heyliger alleges
that student Ronald Hobson is responsible for the broken wrist the professor
claims is a result of the incident . Heyliger said after the incident that campus
security officers took him to Howard
Univefsity Hospital, where a cast was
placed on his right wrist .
''I don't like to use the word 'fighting,' '' Heyliger said. ·· ' Fighting'
connotes two people . If two people
were fighting then I would not be the
only one hurt.''
But Hobson, a senior majoring in
finance, maintains that Heyliger attack-

ed him. While Heyliger declined to
speak further on the incident until the
hearing, Hobson gave his version of

what happened.
Hobson said that on Feb . 16 he went
to Heyliger's office to see, for the first
time, the final exam he took in Heyligs
er's financial institutions class the previous fall.
When Heyliger refused to disclose
the test, Hobson said he told Heyliger
that he would take legal action against

the professor and then started to leavt.
At that moment, said Hobson, Heyliger
hit him in the face.
''I swung back in self-defense,'' said

Hobson.
.
Hobson said Heyliger then pushed
him out of thC office into the hallway,

where the two wen: brol<en up, Heyli-

Hilltop Staff writer
Two slates will be vying for the
HUSA presidency in the Monday,
March 12 run-off elections . Raymond
Byrd/Darryl Fields ~nd Christopher
Cathcart/Manoni Jenkins will compete
according to HUSA elections committee co-chainnan Jeff Washington .
All candidates lacked the necessary
51 percent to win the election. Of the
four slates running in the primary Byrd/
Fields captured 588 voted with 29 percent and Cathcart/Jenkins took 755
votes for 37.2 percent of the votes.
Out of the 11,(X)(} students eligable to
vote in the elections only 2, 160 actually
voted according to Washington . This
year's vote was the largest repor;ted percentage of votes in the history of the
HUSA elections.
Joey Russell George was elected to
the position of Undergraduate Trustee
with 672 votes for 54 percent of the
votes while opponent Terry B. Tucker
g&iDCa 46 percent ofthC votes witfi 572-:Graduate Trustee is barbara A . Hines
-.
who won with 32 I votes, -65 .5 percent,
and opponent Chark.es D. Watts ·took
34.5 percent of the votes with 169
votes .
Run-off candidate Christopher Cath·
cart said that he felt the elections went
smoothly this year. ''There seemed to
be a bit of discrepency at times, but we
didn't notice any mayor adversities.
We're very pleased."

Cathcart asced, "I'm thankful to all
the individuals that voted for us and
we're encouraging our supporters and
those who were not backing out ticket
to vote . Manotti and I expect a close
run-off, but are looking forward to
coming out on top.

Byrd

mailings
questioned
According to the Dean of Ad·
missions and Rocords William Sherill,

HUSA candidate, Raymond Byrd requested student mailing labels to solicit

-

Cathcarts opponent, Raymond Byrd,
said that he felt his campaign went well.
''We think we did pretty well because
we were divided and we really don't see
Cathcarts votes increasing too much.''
Byrd said that he and Fields votes

,

doolZions for Fisk Univenity. In fact,
Byrd.,J!!Sd th .!ll"illng_J,11bels_ to_
publicize his own Candidlcy.
Jn an telephone interview with Sherill, the dean said that the: request was
made approximately six weeks ago, in
which Byrd stated
in a memorandum
.,

-

thai the material would be used to help
Fisk University . When asking Sherill

did he have any idea that the labels
would be used to publicize Byrd's candidacy, he said, ''Absolutely not."
In an earJier interview with Cecil
Franklin, the registrar, he said that he
knew nothing about a student obtaining
the mailing labels. Franklin aJso said
that the university doesn't have a directory and therefore that mailing infonna(See

BYRD{FIEI !Vi Fas< 3)
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Liberal ts cites
student achievers

dent .'' Heyliger said in a telephone interview Monday he made that statement
Globt!Jy. the ''new actors weae nonBy
KEVIN
HICKS
to
Hobson
''because
Ron
is
an
ass."
frontation between the two.
white," Winston concluded.
Special
to
the
Hilltop
''He
doesn't
(look
like
an
intelligent
Hobson was one of 15 students in
In closina.the - · Dean Robert
Heyliger's financial institutions class student) be-.cause he doesn't act that
Dr. Michael R. Winston, vice presi- L. Owens of Liberal Arts tll!!nked Winway. An intelligent student wouldn't go dent for Academic Affairs, recently ston for bis "..-wppon of academwho signed a petition that stated,
have spent an entire semester learning around bragging about how he beat up a told Libenl Arts Dean's List honocees ic excellence'' u well u the 237 stupractically nothing about financial in- teacher," said Heyliger.
that for the U.S. to hold its role in world denll whole" 3.67 cumulative G .P.A.
Hobson
acknowledged
that
some
stitutions.'' The petition was submitted
affairs it must admit that ''no nation can mwic the convoCation possi61C. ''
students
haVe
praised
hin'I
for
his
into Finance Department Chairperson Dr.
afford to have a laissez faiie attitude
James Chastain, along with a letter volvement in the incident, but denied towa!d the poor economically."
from students of financial institutions bragging.''
Held annually, the Liberal Arts Hoo''I'm
not
proud
of
having
to
defend
which stated that Heyliger ''has proven
on; Day Collvocatioo salutes students
myself
in
that
way,"
Hobson
said.
to us that he is totally incapable of prowho acquire 1 allDl•lativc grade p>int
Kris
Kelly,
who
did
not
sign
the
petiperly conducting · the teaching of a
average of 3.2 or better.
tion
and
got
a
C,
said
that
many
stucours:e. ''
In his keyoote speech, "The Life of
The clss is a graduation requirement dents in the class ''all compared grades the Mind,'' Winstoo cited several ecofor finance majors and certain other throughout the semester and they were nomic and social statistics to illustrate
business majors. Heyliger said there all about the same ... about C's."
his point that Blacks and government
Kelly said he feels the reason her
were ''about four'' students who failed
need ''new thinking, initiative and
grade was higher than Hobson's may ·
his section last semester.
The School of 8'Kic Ell iMt •eek
cooperation'' between themselves.
Heyliger was the only instructor have been subjective. ''Most of the
Although Blacks have faced the laid the comalllll>C 11 ill r.:llily,
time
I
just
sat
there.
I
wasn't
one
of
the
teaching the course last semester.
,'multiple handicap of being poor'' and .. located on the university ••np11. The
forerunners
who
started
the
petition
.
''
The D grade Hobson received was
discriminated against, he noted that new bujldina wiH repl1ee lbe hn 1w:ss
Heyliger said the students who comhis first at Howard. The recipient of
"one generllioa .after slavery" they acllool on 5t w
three academic scholarships, Hobson plained should have been doing their ''esblblished good colleges.''
Wih!on Aid the yarly Ina 1 oc in
has been named to the Dean's List ever work. ••All students have to do their
Recalling the ''inherited
semester since his freshman year. Last work to pass. It is the prvilege of the ~·· aadBlw-baadeduc:ation atudeot emollmcn1 bu ll c s 1tc1dy.
summer he interned at Chase Man- teacher to teach and the ICSponsibility held then, Winstc'4l queried, ••If po« Lut yes lbcrc •ae 1,641 MK •• ia
hattan Bank in New York City. Part of of the student to do his work,'' Heyliger people can't leora, tbllt how dicfa ~ the tcbool. This 1rm: · 1,743 -..
the selection crileria in ac.adcmic said for homework, the class-the pie just out of bonder learn?''
denll .... enrolled. wu- aaid the
majority
of
whom
are
seniors-•
'had
to
achievement.
.I II
•
'
I ff
•• " '
•
Wington criticized tbe Un'1 11 St"e' •-oo.
jiNfD
11• I ..
Heyliger said a stud.cot's academic look at the questions in the back of the for wuring Sleet twl 1at in ill ••aimi2000 ••d 111 wjd ' two )' 1 a. Tbe
record has little or no bearing on a stu- book."
Jl'!ly cooapicuoul effort IO maintain tehoolofB · c11mche :oa1dWP.
While it is known that campus judent's performance. "I think the highseareption'' since WW 0, a time when , est enrolla I • • Cl''' 'I Tiie Se Nol .
.,. grade (Hobson) got was a ·c· (in diciaries handle student disciplinary
''m1ny African natioes sou.pc infilllllCial institutions). You can't say' I cases, it remains unclear just who in- dlJ tMla-e," and llf n W11 c :bP11 of!% al Ana Im die I I t.
All WJ d J a•
51 iD 1be School
was rc1ponsible for that. A student's itiated the charge(s) against Hobson. up tecbnolo(lically.
of hiire11 wW • lloll 1d in 1be new
overall
point (avenge) has noth- There have been at least two in·
JI.Ill
•
there
••
a
''relucuncc
co
ing to do with one class. I never ask for vcstigations of the case by the School ot rocc..,.;. lbe ee••c•iona• l'1 1 m·• m- • L>OI. Thi d
1 I •1 of -..aa. lie
Business, but Hobson said be never was
a student's gaade point average.''
ICC*'Mi••• ftt ?Me . . I s •+.re,
~··
:P'iow
•
tl<wM,
the
Heyliger admitted to Hobson's told the rmdings.
Unit d" '!1 "~fli'ell.,pupdlltw
cat. . . . .
charge mat the instructor once tokl him
..... alleled the ...... ,,.,,...,, of pow· martedaa.
(!!«
1UEllDAY /lop' . 3)
ts..
J)
be didn't look like an intolliaent siu•"' llid Wb 'W,

ger being pushed to the floor.
The· incident was not the first con-
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Business
school
moves
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Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in betA'len"

•

students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college careerf! ~
BEG!NNERORADVANCEQ·Coat isaboutthe
aameaa • Hmffter in• U.S. college; $3,1 89.
Price include• jet round trip to Seville from
New 'lQJ;k, room. board, and tuition com~
plete. Government grents and loans may be
applied towardl our programs.

I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F-: -1
3

I

Live with a Sp.niah family, attend cl••••
lour hours a day. lour day• a ...ii,, four
months. Eel'Ti 16 hrs. of credit (equiv11entto4
seme1ter1 taught in U.S. colleges OY9f a two
year time apen) . Your Spanish studi.. will be
enhanced by opportunitlet not avallablt in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tMta ahowoUr
studenta'llfliUagttakillasuperlorto•tudenta
completing two year program• in U .S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all ar·
rengemenls.

you• n1me

l•P
II ,OU WOUid lilif lnlorll'l.uon

I

o;, lulure program1 t1¥f

~8ddl••bflow.

I

SEMEST.ER IN SPAIN
, ,11

"'

Your Bahamas.College Week Includes:

SPRING SEMESTER - Feb. 1 - June 1
FALL SEMESTER - Sep!. 10 · Dec. 22
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED-A Progrem of Trinity
Christian College.
For full information - send couPOn to;

1

2442 E. Collier S.E., F·3
Grand Rapids, Michlg~n 49506
(A Program ol Trinity Christian College)

;'Round-trip air transportation from your home city to Bahamas • 7 Nights accommodation In
Freeport (Windward Palms Hotel-casual club likE.' hotel located downtown, next to El Casino and
opposite to International Bazaar) or Nassau (Dolphin or Atlantis Hotel-ideally located across the
street from the beach \Within walking distance to everything). Price based on quad occupancy. Trip'e
add- $20 .00 Double add - $50.00 • Roundtrip airport/hotel transfers • Hotel room tax • Gratuities
for bellman , chambermaids and pool1an • College Week activities-s?orts, parties, musk:, fun.
Option-First class Bahamas Beach Hotel (Nassau) Add $ 70 per person.
$20 air increase from New ·York now in effect

--------------------------- I
•

f~,,~·

11111:,COl.l.EGIATE
HOLIDAYS INC.
501 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
•
Check One :
U FREEPORT
. (Sunday departures)

212.355.4 705/800-223-0694 (reservations only)

Bahamas College Weeks

rJ

Jan 07-Jan 14
I J Jan 14-Jan 21
rJ Jan 21-Jan 28
IJ Jan 28-Feb 04
I I Feb 25-1'\ar 04
ll l'lar 03-1'\ar 10
I-~

NASSAU
{Saturday departures)

I
I

""

0 l'lar 10-1'\or 17
0 l'lar 17-1'\or 24
I J l'lar 24-1'\ar 31
0 Mar 31-Apr 07
0 Apr 07-Apr 14
0 Apr 14-Apr 21

0
0
0
D
0

Apr 21-Apr 211
Apr 28-1'\oy 05
l'\oy 05-May 12
M•y 12-M•y 19
l'loy 19-1'\oy 26

I

I

0 Triple

I
I
I
I
I
I

DEPARTURE CITY

.

I

)

I

·'

I
I

•

servlc~.

STATE

·PHI

ZIP

•All prices ptus 15.,. tax and
Price based on departures from
New York (for Washington D .C.
f., Bostoo add S40) .
Each traveler must fill out separate form.

WE GIVE YOU NATIONAL AITENTION~ AND TIIAT'S THE TRUTH.

I
I

ROOMMATES

CITY

1618 L Street. N.W............................... ... 347-4772
12th and K Streets, N.W. . ..................... ...... 842·1000
8375 Sudley Road ( Manassas. VA) ................ 703-369-1600

I
I

O Double

'

I
I

Campus Rep/Office

CAESAR

IVJLLIA~

fonn. We aJso accept most major credit
cards. You pay for gas and return the car to
Washington National Airport.

Available at:

I

Occupancy
lJ Quad

SCtiOOL

ADDRESS

Make your break for less. If you're 18 or older.
your current student l.D., valid driver's license
and cash deposit are 'all you ~eed to rent from
us. Call or stop by to complete a qualification

I

Sounds good . I've checked the week I want to party and enclosed a S 100 deposit.

NAME

I'

6J6-0430

PER DAY
NO MILFAGE CHARGE

I
I

•

•

Rate available from
6 p.m. Thursday, March
15 to 6 p.m. Monday.
March 26. 4-day
minimum.

·----------------------------

~- . . . . . llltlta
"'_......au
lW"""" •.., ,.,

...,_ "''Ml)
°""'.·

~
JU/Ji«l lo bl.

.

•

.•

$,P«ili<" ......

Wrle~~GMan
~ tm Ol&mobile Cu11nr..

;

•

•

. .

-

,

;

•
•
o·

'

.

•
•

Where They Are Today:
After successful careers as Naval officers, Golden Thirteen members can now be found in many
professions:
• Appellate Court Justice
• Founder and President of an architectural engineering firm. ,
.
• Physicjan

•

• College Professor
- l

• Real Estate Broker
'

'

•- Engineering Advisor to a Board of Education
• Professional Model

The ''Golden Thirteen''; -The first black Naval officers, commissioned in 1944.

• Director of Human Resources

•

•

•

You Can Join Them ...
As One of Tomorrow's Leaders.

Almost 40 years ago, history was made when thi.rteen black
men became Naval officers. These men have carried on a tradition of excellence, achievement, and unparalleled opportunity.
•

That opportunity is still available today, to those who accept
•
the challenge.
·

QUALIFIERS: BS or BA, 2.5 GPA or higher, no
· more than 30 years of age, pass aptitude and
physical examinations, qualify for security
cle-arance and be U. s. citizen. Call ~ION-WED,
'
9 to 2. MD - 800-492-0326.
VA, PA, DE; WVA 1100-638-0318.
•

'
,

I

)

•

•

'

•

ctonvocationhonors

Coleman appo~nted
•
•
executive assistant
-at Medgar Evers

'

.

i

•

former Fisk head
,I

•

want and other black institutions from
the end of the Civil War. ··America was
facing questions of gargantuan proporl;loward University honored Or . tion," he said. '' How to promote an
W8.lter J . Leonard. fonner president of atmosphere ~hrough which , and in
Fisk University, last Friday at its Char· which. f~rmer slaves and former slave
ter Day Convocation, held to com· masters fOUld find a way to join hands
1
mernorate the university's I 17th an· and march as one people .. . "
n1versary .
,.
Quoting from W . E. B . DuBois,
l,n hi s conferring of the honorary ~ruµ{:t ex.plained the role of Major·
Doi.: tor of Laws degree, President General Oliver Otis Howard , for whom
Ch ek said of Leonant, ''You raised · the university is named , in the founding
the niversity (Fisk) fro)n"fl.Ji abysmally of Howard . ''Less than a month after
lo point in its history and placed it on
weary Emancipator passed to his
the road to recovery ."
t. hi s successOr assigned . .. HO*
In November. Leonard resigned as
ant to duty as Commissioner of the
preSident of Fisk, which is now struggl · ne (Freedmen's) Bureau .''
inglto pay off ils S2.8 million debt, to
Leonard continued: ·'The center·
tak~ a research posilion at Howard .
piece of General Howard' s concern was
Leonard, a grad uate and former education for the Black masses ; a plan
as~istant dean of the Howard University to nurture develop and motivate Black
'lllw.ml w.is born in 1867 foc thepwpooe of
La~ School. returns to the university voutfi; to lay hands on the fertile minds
Ed.Jrnting ITEll and \\Orral to be free.
following 15 years of work in acf<. and hungry imagination of these
That is still her 11ibsion'
miriistration at both Fisk and Harvard enthusiastic millions."
,Universities . During his eight years at
'' This institution received a Charter.
Walter J. Leonard
Ha ~va rd. Leonard designed a byanActofCongress,signedbyPri::si·
uniiersity·wide affinnative action pro· dent Andrew Johnson . on March 1,
gram and served 1wo years as Assistanl
1867 . It would bear the name of Gener·
Fisk's recovery .
DeJn and Assistant director of Ad· al Oliver Otis Howar~ . The institution dress . The December 8 issue of the Fisk
Following the Convocation was the
missions and Financial Aid: and six
would stand in perpetuity as 'a univer- Forum reported that Leonard said in his
laying of the cornerstone for the new
yeah as Special Assistant to Harvard 's sity for the education of youth in the letter of resignal ion that there are
School of Business and Public Ad·
Pre$ident .
liberal arts and sciences.' ••
··several persons of innuence and
ministration building . President Cheek
In 1.977. Leonard left Harvard to be·
Leonard told the audience of faculty wealth who are prepared to invest eith·
called the growth of the school ''little
co~e Fisk· s ninth president. Leonard
and trustees that Howard 's ''work is far er, or both in Fisk.·· but.that those per·
short of phenomenal.' '
·
has ~received more than 150 awards and
from being perfected.·· '' If America is sons were reluctant to do so '' unless
The inscription on the six floor,
honorSand is a co·founderof the South·
to realize that her great strength is in the there is some dramatic change or occur·
S 11.5 million building reads: '' Learn·
em 1Chrislian Leadership Conference .
plurality of her people and that Amer· rence at the inst itution. '' ''Please be
ing is wealth to the poor. an honor to the
President Cheek . continuing his re·
ica·s best hope is in the variety of their advised, .. Leonard's letter continued,
rich, an aid to the young, and a support
marks. said of Leonant. · · . .. because skills and talents,·· Leonanl said, '' Ho· ·'that if my presenCe is preventing such
and comfort to the aged,'' a quote from
of~our attainments as an educalor. be· ward will have to teach the nation . ··
persons from assisting Fisk-as some
Swiss clergyman, Johann Kaspar Lava·
cauke of your scholarly contributions to
'' Howard w'as born in 1867 for the suggest- then we shall remove that ex·
ter (1741-tSOt).
the field of law as it pertains to minority purpose of educating men and women -cuse or reasbn. ··
During the ceremony President
problems. and because of your heroic
to be free . That is still her misll'"'"' ·''
An editorial in the same issue of The
Cheek placed a box containing the un·
effdns to give.new hope to Fisk UniverLeonard concluded. '· 1f the people ot Fisk Forum said that though Leonard
iversity's charter, JOO.year history , a
sit~ Howard University talces pride in
Howard do not work to make men had not caused Fisk's financial crisis.
list of graduates of the School of Busihonoring you . ··
free- then who will?''
''extremely poor lines of communica·
ness. and other documents to be scaled
his address to the Convocation,
Leonard did not mention Fisk Uni· tion erected by Dr. Leonard and his
in the cornerstone.
Leonard chronicled the history of Hoversity or its financial woes in his ad- staff' ' were instrumental in thwarting

By Crystal Chissell
Calnpus Editor

'

By CRYSTAL CHISSELL
Campus Editor
Andrew Coleman, assistant dean of
Student Life and Activities, leaves the
univenity today to become executive
assistant to the President of Medgar Evers College in Brooklyn New York .
Coleman is one of five members of
Howant's faculty and staff to leave Ho.
ward for Medgar Evers College . Dr.
Jay Chunn. fonner dean of the School
of Social Work , is now presidenl of
Medgar Evers and Dr. Shirley Evans,
an associate professor in the School of
Business will become Dean of Students
there .
Coleman called has 10 years at Her
ward ''a labor of love," and said that
his decision to leave Howard was probably the toughest he has ever made .
Coleman, who will be completing his
doctorate at the City University of New
York, has served as Assistant Dean at
Howant for the past four years.
Medgar Evers College is the only
predominately black college in the City
University of New York .s ystem, which
encompasses 18 colleges and is one of
the largest university systems in the
world .
'·I see the potential for doing something for black people is unlimited, "
Coleman s~id of his new position . One
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presented by Calvin Williams of Sheltons Hair
Gallery 1758 Columbia Ave. N.W.
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Several students said it was widely
rumored that Heyliger was having
problems with Wilson at the beginning

of last Semester. George Lessane, a
fourth year student who signed the petition and got a D in Heyli ger's institutions and financial management
courses, said he thinks the rumors in-

flucnc.ed the classes.
''It was started that he (Heyliger)
was having' problems with the dean and
with the faculty. I think the students
preyed upon that . When you are in a
class full of hant·heads, what can you
do?'' said Lessane . '
Hobson also alleges that Heyliger fa·
vorcd the ,women in his class. But
Heyll&er, dismissed the charges as ''a
pile of jiank. ''In the School of Busi·
ness," he said, ''I find that women arc

more cooperative on the average." He
said the men ''do less work ."
Heyliger says those who signed the ·
petition ··were way off. The bad teach·
ers are avoided like a plague and no one·:
avoids me . ··
It is true that more students seem to
ex.press good or indifferent opinions on
Heyliger than those who express nega·
tive ones. When asked to respond to
charges in the letter to Dr. Chastain that
he spoke about ''h is love life'' in class··
in class, Heyliger at random pulled over
students and asked them ; ''Do I talk
about my Jove life in class?'' The stu·
dents. from various courses he teaches,
either said ·· no·· or said they had nev~r
head him . Some students even praised
him .
''Are they crazy?'' he asked. ''Are
they lacking in intelligence? Or do they
know something about the quality of
the teacher?''
But Poindexter said the reason very
few people who did poorly in his in~
stitutions class will publicly criticize
Heyliger is because they are in his class
now and want to get a good grade .
''Most people are wimps with no back·
bone. They know this man is not a good
teacher, they sat through his class."
Heyliger said that he once protested
against one of his instructors as an un·
dergraduate in the School of Engineer·
ing. '' But at least I was courteous. In
retrospect, I regret it ...
.·
There have been previous complaints
against Heyliger. according to Wilson .
The dean first said ·· most of them arc
verbal; to be quite honest. There 's no

By RECOF: WALKER

doCumentation. '' Later in the same in·
terview, the dean acknowledged that
some complaints are on file, but de·
·c)ined to reveal them .
The dean has said he will ·'stay neu·
tral '' on the issue until he gets ''all the
Jacts. ·· He said if he were to '' reveal his
'feelings '' about Heyliger as an instruc·
tor. it may influence the outcome of the
hearing .
Heyliger's teaching contract has not
been renewed . Wilson said in regants to
Heyliger's contract, ''He had a con·
tract, and it expired. We don 't have to
state reasons for non-renewal of a tern·
porary contract.··
Heyliger is the only person to sayororiginally say-who pressed charges
against Hobson. He first said ''The
dean did ." But when told that Wilson
was withholding that information,
Heyliger then said ''I wouldn't say

(who brought charges)."
Hobson said the fact that he has still
not seen his final exam from last semes·
ter and that his accuser(s) has not been
identified delnonstrates that his rights
are not being fully regarded.
''It's a system where people try to~
save their·reaf.end when a crisis comes
about," said Hobson .
Heyliger said Hobson's j career
•·might be at stake'' in this case, and
Hobson agreed.
·
.''He has nothing to lose,'' said Hotr
son. ''I have everything to lose ."
fi(obson said he will request an open
h~aring .

•

Panel discusses how to survive in the arts
By MICHAEL GLENN
Hilltop Staffwriter
What does it take for a Black artist to
to survive? When one is. in the art busi·
ness, having enough money becomes
an important issue for his or her survi·

val.
Al a panel discussion Wednesday, in
Hp~·aRI University's Ira Aldridge thea·
ter, four women professionals discussed major issues vital to making a
living in the arts .
'''!ou cannot depend on one foundation,'' said Yvette Williams, the Director of DcvelopmCnt for the Dance

Together of Harlem. Williams suggested that artists should check with

more than one resource for financial
help because only going to one may not

·be enoiigh, the stated.
On the issue of producing a show,

Joyce Wein of Festival Productions
Inc ., said that ''a produCCr should know
everything it takes to put on a show . He
has to know how to put on.a program.''
Wein said that a producer should not
only have knowledge about the talent

he is producing, but a koowledge about
the art itself.
When questions and answers circulated the room, Johny "Sugarbear"
Willis, a technician and a Howard

graduate. questione<I the "insufficient
amount'' of Black technicians in thea·

ter.
According to Cramton Auditorium
director Ralph T. Dines, the reason for
the small number "is because people do
not think about who is backat•ge. '' Dines was •sked by a member in the audience to comment on the matter.
The speaken, who were moderated

by Auistant Booking

M~er

Elaine

Georges , discussed the origins of their
Black businesses to .show how they got
staned.
''In 1969, Authur Mitchel started a
ballet school in a basement of Harlem .
He charged SO cents ~ week . . . his
·( Mitchel's) focus....was ''teaching
Blacks ballet, "' Williams said . She

stated that a sponsor. Albert Gimbel,
later gave Mitchel money to begin a
studio in Harle~ .
According to Williams, The Dance
Thea.ter is now a SS,00!),000 organization. Williams said that ''fundraising is
sophisticated begging . .. . always ask
for more money than yOu want." But
Williams also said that lhe artist/
org..Uzation has to continue to make

money.
When an article appeared in the New
York times, it led to the founding of

The Negro Ensemble Company In<.,

HWtop Col11111ni8t
'
One of the most popular subjects on
the yard is male/female relationships
(or the lack oO. Rarely does a semester
pass without newspaper articles, seminars, lectures, and forums dea1ing with
this intense and mixed--emotioned topic .
Many astute and learned individuals
have their personal theory about why
malcJfema1e relationships are ihC way
they are here at H.U. If I may be so
bold, I'd like to offer my ''astute and
learned" opinion on this subject.
The conflict that arises between
Howardites as far as relationships are
concerned, don't occur because of the
ratio of men to women, different ex·
pectations from a relationship, or bad
communication skills between each
other.
I don't care what theories you may
have heard from whoever about male/
female relationships here at H .U .,
tJirow 'em aside, because here's the

feal-deal .
1bc main source of strained male/
female relationships •s caused by ''external influences'' in our relationships .
Now, contrary to popular belief, these
''external influences'' are not, our fellow H.U.ites . However, my ''intense''
research and Personal observalions
have lead me to this conclusion: The
source and dominant factor in unfavor-

marketing director of the Ensemble.
Wein said that The Kool Jazz Festival, which is a pan of Festival Pnr
ductions, staned in Newport Jazz Festival . When the Kool cigarette company

found out abdut the festival, it became a
sponsor. And' after the festival moved

to New York. 1' the name changed to
Kool, according to Wein.

In this panel entitled ''Recent Survival Perspectives for Minority and
Women Anists," Georges said her

problems with bei113 a young Black
woman (near early 30s) in the business,
are thal she is ''treated like a child,''
and has to deal with recial jokes as well.
To act started in the art business,
Howard suggested that those who are
really interested should send 1n rePvp JJ

etc ... not 10 mention class time.
Now, I'm sure.a few of you ''Deanlisted-Phi-Beta·Maga-Sum-Cum·Coeds think my theory is ludicrous, but
couki you imagine all of the partying,
hangin-out, and ''relatin'' Howard men
and women could be doing if we had no
professors to contend with!
1bc very thought of it makes we want
th cut class!

•

Tuition
•
increase
,

Last week the tuition increase was a '
well-kept secret in the A-bUilding, but
today, according to a source in the
Financial Aid Department, tuition was
officially increased by $300.
Tuition for the post yeor was $2400
per year.
According to a source in the Offtceof
the Bursar, oo fee increase has b=cn
effected for next academic year.
According to the Donor's Office. the
tuition fee is utilized solely to pay for
courses . Other university fees cover
other univenity expenses.
-T. Denise Asbury

.,

able conditions which plague Howard
male/female relationships arc PROFESSORS! !!
Think about it. Guys, how many
times have we. had our eye on that

"special" someone? Waiting for the
right moment to ask her if she'd like to
get with you or go someplace and do
something real nice. You ·~an sec in her

eyes that she'd love to give in and say

according to Portia Howard, the acting

111<£ ARnsts

745-9130

l

fro111 Page I

Book. the ·· H'' book. ·· tt is the policy
of the Boant of Trustees of Howard
University that ... an individual stu·
dent sha11 be accorded the right to COT·
rect or amend, upon reasonable re~
quest, an inaccurate record . ··
The accuracy of Hobson ' s
and other students' grades in
Heyliger's class last semester is still in
question, because Heyliger has refused
to show them their final exam results .
Heyliger also refused comment on this
issue .
Hobson said that
when Heyliger did not help
raise
grades in the class, they looked to
Finance Department Chairperson Dr.
James Chastain who failed to act. Chastain said he did ''not wish to com-

of his ambitions, he said, is to becOme a
top administrator of a college.
Coleman sal_!j that a reception towelcome Dr. Chunn held in Brooklyn last
Saturday was attended by close to 3000
members of the Brooklyn community
and indicates a '·genuine excitement
about a new president coming in.''
''We're looking at the college in~
ta1," Coleman said, ''from parking to
academic standards. With Dr. Chunn's
leadership we 'II be able to bring about
some changes.''

On the yard

th

Dr . Carl Anderson, vice president
fotj Student Affairs. s~id afler ~an of
Special Student Services Austtn !--ane
submitted the case to him for review. he
serlt it back to the School of Business to
be brought before the Judiciary . '' based
~J>?n whatever has been presented to
~n of Special S1udent Servic~s Au·
sti? Lane submitted the case to him for
re~iew, he senl it back to the School of
Business to be brought before the Ju.
di~iary, ''based upon whatever has
bCien presented to Dean Lane .·· He said
caSes are heard . •'if there 's a reason to
be'ieve there has been a violation under
the code (of studenl conduct ."
k.nderson said Dr. Milton Wilson ,
dean of the School of Business and Pub·
licj Administ(ation . would know who
brought the charges. since the case was
no~ in his office.
In a phone interview , Wilson first
said he did not know who brought the
ca!e forth. But when told that Anderson
said he did know, Wilson replied , ··1
• cah' t tell you that . ··
· !Hobson
said Heyli·
gef threateneOlo fail again those st1;1·
derts who signed the petition and failed
Olfe. a charge Heyliger will not com·
mCnt on .
-.Wilson remedied the situation by op-erling two more sections of the course
J.Jt month . He said he thought that
wbuld solve the problem .
r''I .thought it was sufficient at that
time," Wilson said . ··1 can't change a
te!.cher's grades. I didn't get the petitibn until January ."
•
fBut, according to the Campus Rule

,
eY Garland H. Still~

yes, but much to your dismay, her response is ''Gee, I'd really like to, but
all my instructors have given me
assignments that are due on Monday.

Maybe we can go out some other time.
lil<e fall of '86." PROFESSORS!
Ladies, has a Howard man ever
l[JIX09Cbed you with this •: lcgitimlte' '
line: ''How'd you liQ to get cog=tlw

and sfudy for Professor X's e••m coming up llOOll?" Your reply is "No,"
becouae you think he bu "ultaior mo-

BYRD/flELDS from -

I

tion should not be given to sn.d. 111 1 •
According to Franklin, it is a viol.aioo
of the privacy act .
According to Item S of the HUSA
Election Guidelineo, "The use of 111imals, campus afflli•ted media outlets
and/or outside amateur and pro-

fessiooal help (i.e. ndio, television,
commercial publications, the Hilltop,
Capstone • ... etc,) is strictly pro•.!.. . ;I
hI.b·I~
At Hilltop press time neithe< Byrd
oor his ru·nning mate Duryl Fields
coukl be reached for con.mc1111.

Lo-cy
WoyneE.lld>ion
Brkte=nt

tives.'' Did you ever stop to rh1M.: this
guy really wants to study? PRO- ·

FESSORS!

.

There AR many variations on this
theme. I'm """ all of our professors
and instnK:ton me•n well, but they
keep lleacblna us llUff we know ~

lutely ....,;ng obnut. Ptofesom cut m10 the time we could w to work oo our
llllleJfemale rellliombips. by asaian·
in&
writina, reaeardl.

required"'"""·

SB'A

from -

I

'•

bliscd 'D'nqtiilltll S)' 3 a. f tlic Mm1nji41iltioo,

md •m111h I~

wicll ....

minlllnlioa.
T. llDm'• A
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Stu~ents speak on

Coors ·

•.

Jesse's comments
By BERNADETTE ODDIAH
Hilltop Staffwriter
Several students have varied opinions about the statement Jesse Jack-

son made---< ailing the Jews '' Hymies .'' The statement first appeared in
the Washing1011 Post on, Feb. 25 .
Erika Harding said Jackson made the
statement in a private interview, contiding in a Black reporter who later betrayed hin1 . ''Many tirn.cs other politicians have done a bit or name calling
without it being published . This shows
that name cal ling is common among the
racis1 society we live in .·'
Eddie Twine, a junior majoring in
broadcast journalism siad he does not
think the statemenl made by Jesse is
enough to hold as a valid reason for
judging one on his ethnic or religious
beliefs . Twine says he doesn't think
this would affecl Jesse's campaign .
I Nathaniel Hollway . a pre-medical
student, believed 1hat there should be a
Peaceful nation . but the Jews in the
U.S. do not want this. He also relates
· Jesse' s statemen1 to the period around
the J946 's , when the word ''Hymie''
was like cal ling an adult Black man. a
boy .
...
I Holloway said it took Jesse longer
' to respond
.
tin1e
than it should have . He
Said '' Jesse should tra~-responded imrliedia1ely. Al so. Nathaniel 1hinks the
ihOle issue was blown up by the press .
I Bryan Fous1on. a senior accounting
fuajor . sa id . '' People smile at your
I

I

j

I

I

Beer

presence, but this doesn 't necessarily
mean they like you.·· He said the Jews
might possibly caJI Blacks names when
they are around other Jews, ''but t]tis
doesn't necessarily mean they do or do
not i:liscriminate. ' '
He believed Jesse made the statement because it was off record, therefore people shouldn't make a big deal
out of nothing , ''but this should teach
Jesse not to make ioose statements,'' he
said.
Fouston said he doesn't think this
would affect Jesse's campaign. · 'Peopie understand how elections are; those
1fhO are for him will surely stay while
..Ahose who are against him will continue
to be.''
Timothy Conerly. a sophomore student in the school of Liberal Arts. said ,
''The statement Jesse made about the
Jews . calling them Hymies and the section of New York in which they reside
~ as Hymielown . was not a mean speech,
but the way in which Jackson worded it
showed a negative notion .
Conerly said that since Jesse has
apologized, his statement would not
really affect his campaign. ''lbelievein
wh.at is behind the news and not just the
news itself.''
Evita Leonardo, a senior student
majoring in Broadcast Journalism. read
her version of Jhe news from the Wash ington Post article . According to Evita.
"' Jesse denied having said this . and expanded the fact thal no one l1as come

boycott

+

Hilltop Staff Report
Operation PO'SH is considering starting a nation wide boycott of Coors Beer
because the company's President Ad-

olph Coon, made rem&rb dcgiading
the intelligence of Blacks, according to
a United Press International (UPI) release .
The remark, made at a Feb. 23
minority businessmen's serhlnar in Denver Col. was that Blacks ''lack the
intellectual capacity to succeed'' and
should be glad their ancestors were
brought to America as slaves.
''The Rocky Mountain News reported Coon said the ecooomy of the
African nation of Zimbabwe deteriorated after the end of white-rule

because Blacks 'lack the intellectual

Jesse Jackson earlier this year in Detroit.
everyone on Night Line and so Jackson and even if it was published, no big deal
hopes to go on to better things.
should be made out of it .
Lastly . Marcus Warren, a broadcast
According to Warren, Jackson tried
journalism major in his sophomore Saying he didn't remember makiiig the
year. feels the statement was supposed statement , and if he had said so, he was
to be in privale, he doesn't really see - actually sorry, ''therefore, indirectly
any reason why it should be published, sayi ng he made the statement."

forth to say he. was the source.
According to Leonardo. after lhe incidence.-Moul1on Coleman. a reporter
with the Washington Po.~t came forward to say he heard Jackson make the
statement. Leonardo also sa id Jackson
has apologized to 1he Jews, and to

iEmployee theft
a threat to
Ination
• ' s economy
,

.:r

· ' ' Employee theft is an enormous
drain on American business, costing industry an eslima1ed $5 to $10 billion in
losses each year'' according to James
K. Stewart, director of the National Institute of Justice (NU), in an executive
meeting al the U.S. Dpeartment of Justice .
Stewart added that the economic impact of the crime hurts all of us because
these losses are passed along directly in
the fonn of higher prices to consumers .
''Despite the cost of crime,'' Stewart
said, ''we havve lacked hard information to help us understand the nature
and the extent of employee theft and
how to do a better job of preventing and
controlling it ."
However, NU conceived and funded

a study on employee theft to help fill
this information gap and recommended
practical steps employers can take to
counteract theft in the workplace .
•
According to Stewart, the study revealed that employee theft is a serious
social and economic problem . He added that one-third of employees surveyed in a sample! from retail, man'ufacturing and services
. . organizations
admitted stealng company property.

capacity to succeed, and it's them down
the tubes' according to the UPI.
..
Also in the UPI report, Coors said,
''In Rhodesia, the economy was booming under white management. Now in
Zimbabwe under Black management
it's a disaster. One of the best things
(slave traden) did for you (Blacks) was
to drag your . ancestors over here in
chains.''
Coors later took out advertisments in
Denver newspapers to apologize for his
remarks, UPI reported.

EDITORS NOTE: A r<pr<s<ntativ<
w;11 ~ on campus to~ intt!rviewed by
the Hilltop concerning the statemenJs
made by Adolph Coors.

'

By Linda Thompson
Special to the Hilltop
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Another two-thirds reported other types
of misconduct such as sick leave abuse,
drug and alcohol use on the job and
falsifying time sheets .
''Surprisingly," Stewart said, ''the
study indicates that a climate of benign
neglect seems to surround corporate
sanct,io""ns for theft in many
businesses' '.
On the other hand, he said the research shows that company policy rather than sophisticated security operations can be the greatest deterrent to
employee misconduct .
··countering employee theft must be
seen as an organizational priority,''
continued Stewart, ''Corporate policy
should cle<lfly define which actions are
considered theft and see to it that the
message gets through tp both management and employees," Stewart added
that when ''wrong doing'' occurs, employees should be sanctioned in an
even-handed manner, whatever their
position in the company.
According to Stewart, beyond these
specific deterrents, employee theft
appears tO be influenced by the organizational climate in general . He said,
·'Where employees feel that theorganization has their best interest at heart,
employee theft is likely to be low.''

,'

-

The Women's Medical Center of

Washington , O.C . Inc . offers the
following services: general medicine; complete reproductive health
~; free pregnancy testing; menial
health services for individuals , coo ·
pies, families and groups; le.cturcs
and wOJksbops .
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GENERAL
HOWARD GUARANTEED
QUIREMENTS FOR AID UNIVERSITY STUDENT
APPLICANTS
FINANCIAL
LOAN
AID

PELL

-

Howard University Financial Aid
Application for 1984-85

·---

1984-85 Financial Aid Form

7DAYS

'

GRANT

(fAf)-Undergraduate Students Only

UNTIL

1984-85 Graduate and Professional School
Financial Aid Service Form

(GAPSFAS)--{;radiProf Stude~ts Oply

SPRING

BREAK

./

You 1983 Federal Income Tax Return
(Spouse's a1so if you are married)

Your Parents' 1983 federal Income Tax
To Lisa and Santita and all of my
other amigos who were !here when I
· needed you, to all .of my girls who
stuck by me through thick and thin:
Thanks for being there; lhanks for
being my dear friends .
Love ya, CRC alias Crack alias C 2
P.S. Remember, you can't tell people about my portable stereo.
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Re1um & A.ttached Schedules
Statement of Draft Registration
Compliance/Educational Purpose if

Awarded federal financial Aid funds
Good Academic Standing/Satisfactory
Academic Progress 1

financial Aid Transcript from EACH
Postsecondary School Previously Attended
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IF you Entered Howa'lct University After

July I , 1983
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK

tions and too many points Iha need
clarification about the case of Dan Ja son .
UGSA coordinator, misapproiating the udcnt's money to pay for another stud I ~
tuition. When presented with the op rtunity to explain the tr-.msaction last
rsdly, Jackson said that Reginald Moore was

I

approximately 200 students al Cram1on Auditorium, Jackson said that $1000 of 1he
•
money was a loan and $200 was his salary .
Even if the money was a loaned, who
designa1ed Jackson 1hcloan officer 10 give
away the student's money? Jackson also
alluded to the facl 1ha1 this wasn't 1he first
time thal he had misalloca1Cd funds and if
presented with the opportunity he would do
it again .
Another question that Jackson has to answer for the students whom he c laims to
represent, is whether he held student gov... emmcnt offices while he '.""as a pan time
student . Also. Monday night at the HUSA
speak.out Jackson ad1ni11ed tha1 tfe had indeed held studcnl government offices " ·hile
he was a part time studenl . This is a,b\alanl
violation of rules governing students government . Why have rules arid regulations
when ev,ryonf' docsn'1 have to follow
them?
Some points that surround Reginald
Moore 's alleged ''!!_ervous breakdown·'
also need 10 be clarified . One would not
think th.at a minislcr. as Myron Ho"·ie is.
would go so low as to say thal Moore was in
intensive care at Howard University Hospital because of a nervous breakdown . and
attribute the ''breakdown'' to .Hilltop artic les .
The fact is that Moore went to 1he
Emergency room at 1hc hospital and was
seen by a physican . According to an information officer at Howard Hospital. ··our
directory shows no list_ing of anyone by the
name of Reginald Mo&re being adntitted or

I
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manpower programs have successfully re-

duced Black unemployment? Who can say,
with all the massive education expenditures
and government-mandated programs , that

By WALTER E. WILLIAMS

•

'

Da11 Jacksor1

re1eased from H<iward Hospi1al. ·' This ploy
was obvious]}' an at1en1pt 10 gain sympathy
votes before !he clcc1ion. What is sad about
all of thi s is that student would actualy go as
far as lo fake an illness to try to gain voles
for a friend . Is the office of HUSA presidCn1
that impor1ant '!
11 is lhc feeling here tha1 Jackson. if he is
the responsible sludent governn1ent leader
that he say he is, should address the questions and concerns . They need to be clarified so 1ha1 his record can be c lean. As it
slands, Jackson has a tain1cd record . When
Jackson docs answer to these points it is 1he
hope here that he doesn't continue 10 1ry to
make alle:gations lhat can·1 be substaniated ,
and that he will jusl give the st ud e nt ~ the
facts .
Al the Hilltop we have the j11b of presenting ll1e fact s in a11 accurate a11d objct·tive
manner: When the fact s are unfavor;1blc to a
candidate. he of t·oursc has to either address
the issues or try lo dodge the111. Up until
now Jackson has tried 10 dodge 1hem by
making allegations and by nol addressing
the facts .

I
•I
I

programs have successfully eliminated
urban blight? Who can claim, years and
billions of dollars later, that CETA and other

Minority View

working for UGSA and the money (SI .100)
was his stipend for being the adminisuative
assistant . On Monday. in fron1 of a crowd of

I

lions of dollars later, lhat urban rencwa1

..

There are 100 many unanswere ques-

Black youngsters now finish school solidly
schooled in the three-Rs?
Compared 10 its promises. expectalions.
and costs, the Great Society must be ruled a
failure for Black America. Look al the evidence .
According to the Nalional Commission
on Educa1ional Excellence, 47 percent of
Biack seventeen-year-olds are funclionally
illitera1e .
Black adult unemployment stands at 20
~rcent . Black 1eenase unemployment is

Black Higher Education vs. Reganism

Judging from the crowd's reaction at the re1narks 111ade by Adolph Coors.
the HUSA speak out last Monday there president of Coors Brewing Co11lpany
seems to have been some confusion (page 5). It is the feeling here that the
about The Hill1op's endorsement of e ntire Black community should boycott
Chris Cathcart and Manotti Jenkin s. It anythi 11 g with ''Coors'' on it . It is unwas evident that so·m e stude nl s 1ho ugh1 fortunate that Tht> Hi/f1op had already
that the choice was that solely of 1he sig ned contrac1 for a quarter page Coors
editor when in fact it was an edilorial beer ad for this issue (page 10). Certainstaff decision . Certainly it is well ly it will be lhe Jas1 one . A sin1ple apol within the rights according to the First ogy will not solve the problem. The
Amendment of the United States Con- only thing that a conservative capitalist
stitution for a newspaper to endorse a like Coors understands is nlo ney . So if
candidate for office. Also the disclain1- we stop buying their products. it will
'er at the bottom of the Masthead on this hurt Adolph Coors nto rc 1han calling
page states in complicated tenns tha1 him a racist .
whatever appears on the editorial page
of The Hilltop is the opinion of the
• • •
writer or writers .
A memo went o ut to all section ediis the hope here that the College of
tors asking them to reply in written Li ral Arts facul1y wises up and deform who they felt was the slate that the cides not to raise the requiremen1s for
Hilltop should endorse . Each editor entry into their college . Raising remade their judgement on ho·w the quiremenls could deny many border
cand_idatcs did at the speakou!s and how line students tha1 should be given the
the candidates answered the questions opportunity to obtain an education iii
in the ''Meet the HUSA candidates'' _ }:loward U ni versi ty. It has already been
story that also ran last week . Cathcart a proven fact that Blacks do not test as
and Jenkins received ttuee votes from well as whites on standardized tests bethe editors . Dan Jackson and Myron cause of c ultural biases in tl1e tests .
Howie received two votes , Raymond
How can Howard Jive up lo its
Byrd and Darryl Fields received one reputation of being lhe '' Mecca ·· for
vote and Andre Owens and Anthony Black education if the University is
Gallant received no votes . There were s)ost~matically keeping Blacks from bethree abstentions .
ing able to come to the school by rais,
• .. •
ing. unnecessarily, the requirements in
One is at a lost for words in light of

'

its largest college or school'!

'

The Hilltop
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aid since the beginning of 1983 . ··1f we had
the money. we might have had 200 to JOO
more students,·· Davis notes . The students
who could afford to attend Mississippi Valley ··either are not going to college at all. or
arc attending less expensive community
colleges. Careers could be saboraged by a
s1udenc's inability to altend a desired college because of a lack of n10ney . -' Al nearby Tougaloo College, Melvin Phillips, director of studen1 fi nancial aid. states thal 1he
lack of federal aid has affected the school's
enrollment, or has forced prospective SIU•
dents into the ·"military service as a way lo
get college money. With 550 studcnls. we
can" t afford to lose 1hat many bodies .''
At Nor1h Carolina Central University, the
situalion is even worse . According 10 Vice
Chancellor Roland L. Buchanan , Jr .• ninety
percenl of his university's 5,000 s1udents
rely on some foml of financ ial aid. When
North Carol ina Centra1 infonned s1uden1s
thal they could not postpone the payment of
shonienn de bis this fall . ·· al leas! 20 s1udents were forced 10 drop out when they
could no1 meet the pay-ments because !heir
financial aid had been cut.·· Buchanan

For three years, 1he Reagan Administration has waged war against Black America .
The ·relentless budget cuts in human services . the rax policies which provide welfare
for the rich. and !he suppression of civil
rights and civil liberties , all an10unt to an
unprecedenled assault on people of color
and the unemployed . One decisive aspec1 of
this class warf~ can be Observed within
higher cduca1ion . Slashes in government
spending for education have c reated a

The Grassroots
•

By

MANNING MARABLE

PART l
serious fi scal crisis for traditionally Black
colleges.
Under Reagan 's 1cnure, Black col lege
administraton; have been forced to scramble
in a desperale bid to retain s1udcn1s. and to
rnain1ain their schools. Cla ribornc C .
Davis. direc lor of financial aid at Mississippi Valley S1a1e Universily, slalcd in a
recent in1erview in 1he Chronicle of Higher
Education Iha! h'is sc hool had lost
approximately SI00.000 in federal student

notes.·that a number of prospective students
'' have not been able to come to the universi1y because they could not get adequate
funds to sustain them while they are here
... I feel there is a responsibility on the
government to provide opportunities for
students who are poor. but who are capable
of doing university work .'' Even at those
traditionally Black institulions where the
tui1ion is extreffiely low , the impact of
Reagan's budget cuts had been felt . At the
Balon Rouge campus of Southern University . roughly 85 percent of the 9,500 studcn1s receive aid. Soulhem's vice president
for student affairs, Clarence M . Collier.
states that more undergraduates have had
''to use the Guaranteed Studeht Loan Pll?gram' " just to remain enrolled.
The problems of Black institutions transcend mere dollars and cents. Surveys by
the Nationa1 Center for Education Statistics,
a research division of the U.S. Department
of Educalion. indicate a general erosion in
the numbers of blacks being trained in higher education fields. For example, between
the academic years 1976-77 to 1980-81 ,
Black college enrollment increased by 3.3

percent, while the numbers of Black high
school graduates jumped by 20 pa cent during the same period . The number of fulltime
Black graduate studcnt5 in masters and doctoral programs remained the same during
these years. The National Ccnta notes lhat
''the number of degrees at the bachelor's
level or above awarded to Black students
slipped 1.6 percent from 1976 to 1981, to
82,000 from 83,400. At the masaer's level,
the number of dcgrcc:s awarded fell 16 percent for Blacks and only 4 percent for
whites .'' Only ten years ago, about one
third of all Black students enrolled in junior
colleges. Today over 51 percent of all Black
high school students, and only 36 percent of
Whites , attend two year schools . 1be vast
majority of these Black students never advance to four year colleges. Between 1976
and 1981, the only major gain in Black
college enrollment was in vocational and
occupational programs.
Dr, Manning Marable teaches political
soc to logy at Colgate University, Hamiltoo,
New York . ''From The Grassroots ''
appears in 145 oewspapcrs intcmatiooally .

Letters to the Editor
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more than budget deficits and despair.
I was invited to Atlanta to addrcu ill
Moreover, my amwersadsolutiomanot
Black comlnunity on February 22 u a put
beyond criticism; I have no JN••ipoly on
of its Black History celebration:. Several
idcu . But I'm not afraid of delwc. HUaory
weeks earlier I lcamcd that Rev. Joseph
llhows lhll competilioa omoog ickaa, which
Lowery of the Southern Ovistian LeaderLowery doesn't want, lends IO pMucc auship Conference had opposed the invitation,
saying I didn't represent Blacks. He put . perior ideas.
Thcre can be no debate that, hcadrd into
pressure, in the form of threats to picket and
an age of high technology, Blacb will be
boycott, on the Black businessmen and othleft even further behind if schools continue
ers who were funding the mee1ing. 1be
to produce kids who can' t read, Mile, and
meeting and my appearance were cancelled.
add . There will be increasing imtlbility in
Reverend Lowery is correct. I pretend to
Black familtes if something illl'tdonc about
speak for no one but myself. But who docs
Lowery and his organizalion represent?
die illegilimocy ""'· Then: will NEVER be
ccooornic development in Black nr.igbhorWhat was the mechanism used that empowhoods so long as criminals roam fR:c to
ers him 10 speak for Blacks? And if memburglariz.e, tcrroriz.e, murder and ducroy
bers of the Black community don't like what
property while the lawabiding majority
he says and does in their name what is their
cower in their homes fonakm by couru,
mechanism for removing him from
··office' ' ?
judges, police , politicians and ''civil
rights" groups.
•
Reverend Lowery is hostile to my adBlack people, and Amcricw m ....,a1,
dressiqg blacks in Atlanta because I arg~
cannot afford to allow just one side a
based on my research and that of many other
monopoly on ideas. Reverend Lowery apeconomisls-that racial discrimination
parently thin.ks it's safer trying lo suppress
CANNOT explain all the problems faced by
those with whom be disagrees. H Lowery
Blacks. We do not ignore discriminatjon,
thinb hiS ideas arc better, let him support
but it is just one of many factors that yield a
thc~-.with evidence rather than bullying tacset of policy recommendations that differ
tics and intimidation.
from those which have conlributed
little
.. . . .

\'

Asides

•

over SO percent. Black neighborhoods are in
economic shambles. Fifty-five percent of
Black babies born each year arc bom out of
wedlock and often to teenage mothers .
Whether it's Black or White, children raising children is neither desirable nor a formula for future success. Before you rush for the
racia1 discrimination crutch consider that
the illegitimacy rate for Blacks was just
eight percent in 1940 and thal the rate of
Black unemployment was similar to that for
Whites until the late 1950s .
One doesn't have to be a genius to con·
elude that something is not going right for a
large percentage of Black people . Furthermore, what's wrong is NOT going 10 be
corrccted by the election of a Jesse Jackson .
Wa1ter ·Moodalc , or John Glenn . Even if a
Democratic candidalc wins the November
election with the full support of Black voters, there will nol be a return to Camelot .
1be spending mood of the country and the
Congress has changed and what was popular in the sixties won' t be in the eighties .
Black people need effective solu1ions lo
their problems, and cannot afford to allow
one side 10 monopolize the debalc . But 100
often thal's what community leaders insist

Despite: the paonlises of Lyndon Johnson's Grcac Society programs, they have not
delivered. Who can claim, years and bil-

I

Just the Facts

Free Speech Atlanta Style
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An Appeal to H.U. Students: A Cry for Love
'
are deaf to !heir cry for love'?) 11 is my

We walk 1he same pa1h each day , never
speak and on no occasion care to know the - purpose and intenlion to lead you to my
olher . We lie to a '' friend' ' and cry .on an
conclusion. indirectly. tha1 there is sonie,enemy· s shoulder. When there is no shouldone who loves you more than your Wildest
er to cry on. we search for ano1her and find
thoughts ever imagined and much more than
nol one . We cry ourselves 10 sleep at night ,
any love you have ever dreamed of. There is
_awake the next n10ming 10 face the sanle
Someone much greater than you or I who
person we hated the day before ; but not
cries tears that cause the sun to hide behind
before removing o r trying to hide the rem- the clouds, whose head drops in despair
nants of tears. the marks of pain and loneliwhen we are all but content , when we hate
ness. and the search in o ur eyes fo r Jove . As
the person we say ·· hello·· 10 every day with
love struggles to flow smoo1hly through
a smile . He . himself. the Son of God prays
each vein. hate flows easily and effonlessly
for us with sighs to deep for words. And do
through those sanlC veins. When asked how
you know. He lives wilhin each of us !
we are doing. we respond, '' Fine. and how
are you?'' We never hear ourselves or the
person we address . That sanie nigh1 we pray
in vain for a miracle and hope for peace
within .
I have seen the changing moods. 1he exorbi1an1 pride, the expendable smiles, anri
the tears behind those plas1ered smiles. I
have seen so many reach oui and be denied .
hating any and all ~asked of their help ,
denying because they were once denied . I
A mention of honor is rightfully due to
have seen people hate irrationally, hate be- the current Hi lltop crew. One of the most
cause another possessed more gold, drove a rewarding actions of 1he 1984 ' HUSA ''
Benz or carried a Gucci purse. when 1hey elec1ions came in the las! issue of the Hilltop
had none of the above . I have seen a ''sane'' (March 2) .
man hale as an '' insane '' man might hale . I
In this particular issue, the Hilltop gained
have experienced and seen '' friendships ''
far-reaching admirations by endorsing its
die because of a jealous and an envious choice for the HUSA presidency . Jn the
heart. and known of sex being given away
Review & Outlook Section, the Hilltop
out of lust and passion, in hope for love . Bui sraied 1ha1 after careful deliberation and
I , along with many others have continued to consideration, the Hil/1op had decided that
pray for LOVE.
the ticket of Ctuistopher Cathcart and ManAnd I see love . I sec love so strong, so otti Jenkins was the most worthy for the
overwhelming and true that 1cars fa)) from
student body .This statement , in addition to
eyes that had no more tears lo shed . and seen the c losing sentence. expressed the hope
smiles on faces that believed a sn1ile to be that the students see the urgent need to make
''A Fresh Start'' and pull the lever in the
dead . I see love so profound that I am forced
to laugh when I desire to cry. This love voting booth marked Chris Cathcart and
compels me lo love those I onct: detested, as
Manoni Jenkins .
lbesc are statements that werC greatly
well as those I never knew .
This love can only be found through Jesus needed to make the s1udentbody aware . The
. Christ, and I am proud to say that I have this Hil/1op dcmonstraled a great deal of courage
love , Noonday Prayer of Howard Univerby endorsing· a candidate.
After much thought about this action it
sity has this love and shares it with this
campus. llicy reach oul to those in need, to came 10 my attention that I had never ~
those who arc lonely, and to those who cry noticed Hill10P issues during the f)tit four
for a friend, loving each so deeply . They years endorsing a HUSA candidate. Percome together to share their love , to wor- haps the students will heed the advice of the
ship God and to teslify of lhe goodness of Hilllop and take the chance to elect ''Caththe Lord. They pray for those sick in spirit cart and Jenkins ." Clearly, as these brolhand in health. They pray for Howard Ulii- ers have stated, '"there is a need for a new
versity . All is done out of love and commitbeginning on the campus.'' I could not
ment to the Lord . lbeir love is distinguish- agree more with Cathcart ind Jenkins. This
able from all ochen which makes them a campus, with its enormous political apathy,
··peculiu'' people, a people sci apart from
needs a freshness . It needs new ideas ud
ochers. lbey arc ''peculiar'' because they
thoughts. After examining the Hill/op and
strive for love, undcntanding, patience,
its decision to suppbrt a candid1tc, I decided
kindness and respect. lbey each possess to also look at previous HUSA admore peace within themselves Chan any one ministrations .
nation, and more love than any two nations .
As mentioned earlier by the Hilltop, the
They arc children or God and believe within office of the HUSA presidency hu untheir hearts that the Son of God, Jesus Ctuist dergone numerous changes . When I wu a
died for our sins.
freshman in 1980-81 , Andre O•tson wu
It is DOI my purpose to preach IO you, nor
HUSA president . It was under his adis it my intention in writing this essay to
ministration that a number of political
make reference to Jesus Christ or Noonday evenll occurml. During his ienurc the llUPrayer. But my call for love would DOI have dcols rallied apinst the comprcbemive
been complde if I hid DOI done IO. It WU UD ud wa< sua:euful mproloagiq die
and is m)' dillinct purpose lo CJl.pral lo all n=nc1d •Y Liberal Arb eum. AMirioaeJof you die need and cry f0< love oa llowlld ly, during the paiod, HUSA ent11rd ia a
Univenity's campus. (Do you sec bu1 uc CXID"• llr\lgle wilh 1hc .tp.inist; ... ;.)111
1

I could continue , but the ink of my pen
would run dry and the paper would end
where I wish it nol . So. I wil l end my appeal
for love 10 all Howard University students
by slating that we all must love . We all must
try with all heart and soul. mustering up a11
strength possible to love one another as He
loves us. each and every day . We must try
so hard that when we do discover love , and I
guaranlee that we all can, we will feel the
pain of daggers slabbing at our heart, now
realizing that we once hated the man we
now love . So. after you have read this humanitarian cry for love, go out and strive for

\.;

.
./\
love. Go among our brother{ and sisters
trying to understand, to be patient, to care
and to respecl one another. If the effort is
made, then you arc that much closer to
tack.ling the difficult, but most rewarding
accomplishment ever: LOVE. Oh, I musn 't
forget, throw in a smile along: the way.

Jenee Ja ckso n
Liberal Arts

'

P.S. To all: Love, and keep smtbng De·
cause Someone loves you and is forever
smiling down upon y~.

Student Body Made Aware
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cry for love? Do you -

""'

c:oac:emins tn•sing .

In 1981 -82, Walter Wood and Aziz
Ashmad were able to lead a number of students into an African consciousness. After
1982 it seemed a plague of apathy hit this
campus. All of a sudden the masses of students lost interest in campus involvement.
A number of organizations oo campus began to decline, especially HUSA. HUSA
was no longer able to receive the undivided
attention of the student body. No longer did
the student body rally around issues u in the
past. From that time onward, studcn1 political participation hit rock bottom.
Many will argue that 1983-84 has been
one of the most unproductive years Howard
has been through .
Politically speaking, the spotlight on
Cathcart-Jenkins came at , an appropt iatc
time. The Hilltop, like several other organizations, honestly believes the c.thcart
slate is for a flesh start. In political terms,
choosmg die HUSA prosident is .......Jy
the most important act of being a Howard

~

student. Numerous individuals will find a
way lo criticize the Hill.lop for its llCtioos.
However, the Political Science Society believes that supporting the Cathcart in-

surgency will have an imporUace Iba! will
transccod this election and pcrbap& establish
a movement to rckindk the im:::itlt of our
student body and allow How.-d to move
lowud destroying lhe wive of political
apathy dw cJLists.

a,...,..,?,:.

ln addition, the endorsing of
who advoatcs a frc::sh start m.y re 1 h in
encouraging a number of m•Jnlls IO CX4""
out and voce, be it for C•drnt-J.o:: 4ie.,, or
the other c•Mjd1tes. The pw 1.ri•I fMlll(::Omc
hopefully will outweigh all o<bcr argu1

1

ments. In oooclusion, a special dwaks IO the
Hilltop for carefully covering the HUSA
presKlenlial candidoles .

Cbrillopber BroML.:
Political Science Soci ly
O..iewwwo, Rep. (Uadapwl)

Ttie Jackson Myth
As the primary SCISOll US''IDH a furious
pace. it is crucial d!al: VOCICn, especially
Black v~. lake ac1itical glNK'e d whom
they intend 1o vole for. Should BllCb vote
for Jesse?
As e~ in a pJCVious Hilbop k:aea,
Blacks should vocc for Jcuc Jack:IQll because ''the other non-Biid: candW'''CI Clll-nol bell represent the Bi.ct pe:tlf6 tive. ''
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Ql. Do you feel that the stu~ents of Howard University

I

Q2. Do you think that UGSA Coordinator Dan Jackson should be . brought up on impeachment
charges?
:!.,

should have to pay foi: the university's estimated
deficit of. $6-8 million' through increased tuition
and housing cost?
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Name: Jason Wrenn
Major: Film
Hometown: Virginia Beach,
Va.
Classification: Junior

Name: Paula Johnson
Major: l!sychology
'
Hometown:
Long Island
Classification: Junior
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I do not believe that Howard University students should be QI I don't feel that the burden should
accounted for any deficit without
fall on the students in the fonn of
knowing why we have a deficit and
increased tuition. There should be
where it came from . I believe that
an alternative means of raising the
the universily adn1inistrators could
money. If Howard is in facr
investigate other avenues to decurrently facing a dilemma, fund
crease 1he deficit wi1hou1 relying
raising could ,be an example _withtotally on tui1ion increases .
out involving students with out of
The whole incident should be furpocket cost.
ther inves1igated before any Q2 I feel that Dan Jackson should be
assumptions or rumors .ire taken
given the opportunity to reply befor fact . However, I do believe that
fore impeachment proceedings arc
peso[j\l ties is nol a justification for
brought forth. More infonnation is
using school money from the stuneeded .
dents for any reason . Assuming the
charges are true and that Mooore is
not qualified for a scholarship. then
impeachment charges should be
brought up .

Name: Kenneth Tucker
Major: Computer Science
Hometown: Chicago, Ill.
Classification: Freshman

QI Tuition and housing cost inevitably

QI No, definitely not. On any given
day, one could find any student that

would have risen without thedeficit. However. I ti:el that the students should be infonned on the
causes of the deficit allowing a secure argument on whether students
should suffer or not.
Q2 According 10 previous Hilltop articles, Dan Jackson appears to be
guilty of using USGA funds
illegally . However. the thought of
impeachment is a bit immature
considering data given thus far and
the verbal validity from other
UGSA office holders seem to be
very weary of truthfulness .
,_

could (at the top of their head) state

Name: Andrea Anderson
Major: Accounting
I
Hometown: Indianapolis, I n~
diana
Classification: Sophomor,e

should have to pay for the ad-

ministrations mismanagement of
funds . 1bc administrators involved
with handling the budget know
where know the financial budget

its staff. Many parts of Howard are

unorganized. Many areas are just

plain irresponsible. If some wbo
are on the administration staff took
a realistic look at this school·, they
could streamline the budget while
having their lunch . Students should

not have to pay more money for
problems in the adminislrativc
staff.
Q2 This is a rather peculiar situation.
Though it is apparent that something happened that was wrong,
there is not enough conclusive information to start point fingers.

(tuition from students and grants
from the federal government) they
have to work with. If they have
failed to wisely use the funds

bccause prices are cxpcn•ivc now.
In order for Howard to function it

takes money, so the adminimore than likely will raise tuition
and housing cost. 1 feel the ad-

ministration owes all the st.Kie••••
and parents an explanation of whit

went wrong plus showing

111

tbll

they have tried other iDClbods al

already allocated to them,
who can
meen·ng the deliICI.
.t
. .
g~~r~nte~ that an increase .1n Q2 Dan Jackson shoUJd clear up bow
tu1t101n will decrease the d efic1t?·
Regg1e
· M oorc was allowed to be
Q2 There shouldbesome~~f action
Hilltop's Board chairman while be
taken to··prcvcnt further misuse or
ffi 'all
lied . ~
·
·
.
was I1Ql o 1c1 y emu
lUIWll a
mtsa11 ocat1on of·
funds
appropnde
·
·
bould
be
ade
--~~
.
.
ClSIOD s
m
on wncwated to organ1zat1ons such as
er Dan Jackson should be imHUSA, UGSA, etc . . . which arc
peached.
1
given for the benefit of the student
body. I undentand Jackson's con-

'

cern for his friend, collCague, and
brother Reggie Moore, but I feel

'

that he oventeppcd his bounds by
assisting Moore in registering with
money that came from our student
activiry fee .

'

I
•
\
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Name: Damon Roberts
.
Major: Social Work
. "'
Hometown: Washington, D.C.
Classification: Junior

QI It will be unfortunat<: for Sludents
QI I don't feel that the student body
to pay for the Univenity's deficit

20 things wrong with Howard and

Sound Off Photography by M/rl!e/e
Jeffries
.

•

I

Name: Delgretta Dobbs
Major: Broadcast Production
Hometown: Detroit, Mich
Classification: Junior

rie.lj t-\OlJJO.ld '.
'f\rn r. -tri pp1n
out or dic.l :i:
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CAREER WEEK 1984
MOW/JA Y . MAR C H 12. 1984 .'
OR IMATION TO THE WORW
OF W,ORK:
9 : 4 ~ to noon-National Perspee-,

I

I

lives Pn Employment and Careers
(the. Living_ Room)
I

:o6 to 2:30--Working Now For

Yolir f uture : Resources at Howard
U n ive~ il y

(the Living Room)

2:4$ 110 4:00-Students and Facl•lty 'Th.lk Aboul Careers: Consumer
Educ+ion & Rcsoufce Management
11\CCIS1 \n the Living Room; Human
Oeve l ~men t ~ts in the Cafeteria;
Hun1ar Nu1rition & Food meets in
Roon1 . 3925·; International Studies
meets in the Seminar Room; Mac-

•

•·

rocnvironn'lCntal & Population Studies nl(elS in Room 2025 ; Microcnvironnlertal S1udics & Design meets
\VCd"'l§day. ~1 arc h 14 , 1984

.

TUE.'S QAY MAR CH 13 . 1984' THE
~-ocr.f.L SIDE OF WORK:
11 :0 0 t o 12 : 30- Dr ess fo r
Succ4'How to Build a Career Wardrobei:'""\k Living Room)
1':cM' to 3: 00- lnl e.!.Pe rso na l
Sk ill s.' Mental Attirude . and SclfProjection (the Livi"g Room)
~\ 1 f:DNl:.'SDAY

11 :00 to noon-MSD Department
Meet ing tR001n 2025 )
1:00 10 3:00-lnlerviewing Skil ls
\fhc Living Roo1n)
'

TH URSDAY , MARCH 15, 1984 :

l"AREERS EXPLORATION DAY
9 :30 10 noon-Employers Talk
1\ bout Career Options (the Living
'

Roon1)

ATI'EN'l10N MERIDIAN HILL
IOBIMO 01110 PRmENTS: A

Wednesday and Friday from 4 p.m.
to .5 p.m . in srudio Bat the station' s
facilities .
TOPIC: ··communications Law
& Telecommunications Policies'' .
The guest speakers for the week of
3112 - 3/ 16 are as follows:
Da1c: Monday, March 12. Name:
Chris Sterling . Title: Telecommunications Policies Director. Company: George Washington Univcrsity .

DISCUSSION AND snJDY

Date : Wednesday, March 14.
Name: David Hankin. Title: Attorncy. Company: FCC. Mass Media
Bureau.

Date: Friday . March 16. Seminar

1·0: Karl with A '' K''. Happy Birth·

day and the Big Six is here at last!
·inc: t•elcbral.ion is al my place; Sunda)' , Mar~h 11, good wine , good
food. great enter1ainmenl. Be There .
A splendid 1i111e is gutmmrcCr·f6r all .
Love fro111 : Karyn with A ·· y ··.
PAR'f)' JUST LIKE ' ' DOWN
H O ~·I E ''

RIGHT HERE IN D.C.
Friday Night , April 13 . 10 p.m. lill 2
a.n1 . Arabian Room . 200 1 Benning
Road . N.E . Do nat io n - $6 .00 _.
BYO L. Music by a ·· spoonful ''
{A11d 1hat's really all you need!!!)
...-.Priz~--s. Ji1tcrbug Contes! . Call the
Southern Bel l for tickets-S ister lmagcne.' 797- 7460. Enjoy a nigh1 of
Southern Hospitality right here in the
inner city of the Na1ion 's Capitol!!!
I

Fi11ancial Ass istant needed to ·
work for non-profi t educational consulting finn near Dupon1 Circle. College background in mathematics or
a<:counting required . Experience on
n1icrocon1puters desired . Good salary plus complete package of frin ge
bc11efit s. EOE . Call 862- 1987 .
BASEMENT APARTMENT for
rcnl . Th ir1y mi nutes from Howard .
Private entrance with separate bath .
Share kitchen and u1i lities . Ren1
S250 plu s o ne mo n1h ' s secu rity
lleposit, 1721 Dewin Ave·. , Capitol
l l eig h1 ~. Md . Call James Cornell
l'ollins al 967-6658 . Home ; 6366188. Worir. .
·nie follO\.\'ing is a schedule of confi m1ed guest speakers for WHMMs
·· c areers in Communications Semi11ars'' for the month of March, 1984:
Dare:: Friday . March 2. 1984 .
.~·/J e aker : Mil ler Parker . Tit le/
('o mptln }': Acc ounl Ex ec ut ive,
'
WHMM-TV
32 . Topic: Careers in
~ a l e s and Underwriting.
Date: Monday, March 5, 1984 .
• · Speak~r : Sy lvia Marshall . Ti tle!
Compan}'." Director of Human Re~
!> o u rce ~ . NCTA. Topic: Resource
Organilations '' Cable Television''
Dt1te : •• Wednesday , March 7 ,
1984 . Speaker: Howard Wooley,
J:30p.m.-4 :30 p .m. Title/Company:
Oi rect9r of Employment Services ,
NAB . Topic: Resource Organizations. 1' Job Clearing House''
Date : Friday , March 9 , 1984 .
Speake r : Don Mulberry. Title!
Compan)': Associate Director of Program r,unding, CPD . Topic: Resource Organizations, ' ' Public Sta-

IS GOD BLACK?
(A Rclevan1 Perspective)

THURSDAY MARCH 15
7:30pm
MERIDIAN HILL OORM
MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
Sources: ''Jazz Theology''
by
(Carl Ellis)
How Black Is TM Gosptl

(Tom Skinner)
God of The Oppacssed
by

For funher information. plca.sc
contact the office of student training
al WHMM-TV (2222 Fourth Strcct,
NW) 636-5600.
Congratulations IVY Kim Harry , I
knew that you would succeed and
make me. proud .
Lisa
FOR SALE
SMITH-CORONA TYPEWRITER .
EX CE LL E NT C ONDITION .
GOOD PRICE CALL: 296-8473.
FOR SALE
TWO (2) BIRD CAGES WITH
MA NY ACCES SO RIES. GOOD
PRICES .· CALL: 296-8473 . Leave
Message .
FOR SALE
BURGANDY LEATHER BOOTS .
FEMALE SIZE 6 1/1 B. WORN ONL¥. ONCE . MADE IN BRAZIL .
GOOD PRICE . CALL: 296-8473:
Leave message .
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY
(MarCh 71h)
KAREN BABINO

(James Cove)
' ' The Lifestyle of Jesus Christ' '
(Holy Bibi•)

Good Luck o n th e U .G . S . A .
Eleclions-May lhc best WOMAN
win !!!
To SOS.
One day you may be a famous wrc..'ltler but for now just remember I'm the
heavy weight cham'pion of the East
Coast . Stick with k.id and you 'll be
great some day . . . . The Mauler
MARYLAND RESIDENTS
STU D ENTS WH O LIV E IN
MAR YL AND MAY REG ISTER
TO VOTE BY PHONE . STOP IN
ROO M 102A OF T HE BALCKB U R N CENTE R FO R TH E
REG ISTRATION PHONE NUMBER FOR YOUR COU NTY . NUMBERS AR E POSTE D ON TH E
BULLETIN BOARD.

'
L

'

A1TENTION ALL HISTORY MAJORS AND MINORS!! ! If you 1UC
in~stcd in applying for the History
Honor Society, PHI ALPHA 1llETA, please contact Miss leader in
Room 316 OOH on later than Monday, March 12. You must have taken
at least 12 hours in history courses
and have no less than a 3.2 average in
history with a 3.0 cumulative average. NOTE: Graduate Students must
have a 3. 5 average in history .

I

'

•

Anyone needing TRANSPORTAl;ION to any Washington area Airpon, Bus Terminal, or Train Station
on Friday Man:h 16 should call 3286393 for efficient and reasonable
service.

-

WANNA PLAY MURDER?
FRENCH CLUB
To Leslie,
Why are you so silly?
Love , Silly

&

'
To My Cabbage Patch Doll,
Happy Binhday! I wish I could give
you all the special things that you
deserve on your birthday, but I can ' t.
All I have to give you is my love and
my devotion . Please ~ccept these
gifts .
.
Four-Eyes

$1.00 OFF
Any Foot-Long Sub or Salad
••

The African Studies and Research
Outreach Program of Howard Uni-

Offer Good

Mazda 9

versity is sponsoring a special lecture

thru

presentation with Dt. Carlos Moore,
author of Castroism and Black Africa . Dr . Moore will speak o n
" CUBAN FOREIGN POLICY IN
AFRICA' ', on Friday , March 16 at I
p.m. in Lecture Hall L-41 , in the
Undergraduate Library of Howard
Univcnity . All are invited to attend .

Mm:h 18
•

TO THE SCOLLERS OF XI
·c HAPTI!R KAPPA ALPHA PSI
FRAT ..
GOOD LUCK AND GOD BLESS .
WE LOVE YOU!!!!!
THE SCROLLER COURT
STAN TATE: You are like a fine
European wine-you defrnitcly improve with age!!! HAPPY BIRTHDAY !! (March 9) The day is yours
for the taking. the night is ours for the
mak.ing!!!!!! &ft.:s not quarTCI anymore , it's much more fun making up.
Best wishe:s for a great day.
Thunder Bunny

D. Mitchell : Thanks for being there
just wt1en I needed you most. Thanks
for being there in the future . LoVe ya
always and forcvCr
W.S.A.
MURDER!!! WANNA PLAY?
FRENCH CLUB

'

_\

I
'

.,
''•

" SEASONS OF SP/RrFUAL
RENEWAL"

Each religious faith has provision for
times of inner reflection and spiritual
deepening. These seasons of Spritua1
Renewal occur at different points in
lhe year. Th• BAHA'I F/tST SEA SON is March 2-21. THE CHRISTIAN LENTEN SEASON is the forty
day period from ASH WEDNESDAY
to EA STER SUNDAY. The Islamic
World fasts from Sunrise to Sunset
during R.AMA.DHAN, this year June
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12:10 TO 12:35 P.M.
MARCH 7-APRIL 22, 1984

MONDA VS-Dunbarton Chapel ,
,
West Campus
TUESDAYS-Catholic Mass-THE
LITTLE CHAPEL, Carnegie
Building, Main Campus
WEDNESDAYS-THE LITTLE
CHAPEL, Carnegie Building ,
Main Campus Catholic MusDunbarton Chapel, West C•mp.11
THURSDAYS-Epi1copal Masi,

:'

; J1 1 · ·
I

'

\

D ~C:Tonii:e, Mo1cho
Tl M~ ~ 11 :00 PM- 0:0 ,,~1\1
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AN ALL FAITH OUTREACH OF
THE COORDINATED
MINISTRIES
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY
ASH WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7lWO SERVICES IN THE LITTLE
C HAPEL, CARNEGIE BUILDING
12:10 AND 5:10 P.M.-UNITED
MINISTRIES

' l,'1

.•

....·. !='eoturirq -the ~~ of : D .C. F1aen; · .
' . . I \ lhe Gem.ri1 Crew j lo"e .Sq_uod n oouci•C>1?!>

COME AND WORSHIP '

.

••
I

2-30.

.

.

I . •

·.-J:l. ;"
..... ,

11/fJI
.I 7
.I
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I

LOCAl'ION: The .::>tuti 10
'
I
I \
DONAT\ ON-:~.QOw'/to11ege;o.j 1
"""·, I I

THE LITTLE CHAPl!L, Camcgie Building
FRIDAYS-Catholic Mass, THE
UITLE CHAPEL, Camcpe
(NO SERVICES DURING SPRING
RECESS)

To J.C.W.,
YOUR'RE A SWE£11E!

The Office of SIUdenl Training at

Lo..

WHMM-TV 32, cocourqes all S!Udcnls to attend chc w EEkly c.:ecn in

You tnow wlilo?

'

SUBWAY Goes Well With Any Course

MIOIAEL C. WORSLEY
TOM SKINNER ASSOCIATES
ON

1ions''
Dale: Monday, March 12. 1984.
5peake r: Chris Sterling . Title!
Company : Teleco mmunicatio ns
,Policies Director, George Washington Univ. Topic: Telecommunications Policies
Da te : Wedne sday . March 14,
1984. SpeaU r: David Hankin. Title!
Company: Attorney, FCC , Mass
j\1.e dia Bur ea u . To pi c : Co m111u11ica1ions Law
Date: Friday. March 16, 1984.
SEMINAR CANCEi I ED (SPRJNG
BREAK BEGINS)
Date: Mondly, March 19, 1984.
SEMINAR CANCELLED (SPRING
BREAK)
Date : Wednesday, March 2l ,
1984 . S EMINAR CANCELLED
(SPRING BREAK)
Date: Friday, March 23 , 1984.
SEMINAR CANCE! I ED(SPRING
BREAK)
Date: Monday , March 26, 1984.
Open. Topic: Cable Television
Date : Wednesday. March 28,
1984 1 Open. Topic: Cable Television
Date: Friday, March 30, 1984.
Speak.er : Sally Craige . Title /
Company: Chairperson, Techokal
Committee, Cable TV, Dcaign Commiss~ . Topic: Cable TekvWon

'1 ..

WITH

Cancelled , Spring Break '

1

M ARCH 14 , 1984 :
,\ ft\RKt.-1·1NG >'OURSELF
10:00 lo noon--~esu me Writing
l lhe Li ving Roon1)

'

communications seminars . The
seminars are held every Monday,

D.C. Flash; The Gemini Crew; Love Squad. PrQdudions
.
.

COME BY TONITE AND Fl'ND

dtJt'

\

0

I

'The Hiiitop, Friday March 9

•
Boycott of racist

Moultrie comment
•
on representation
•
1n summer games
.I

By L\NITAPACE

pate in the 1984 games," said Moultrie .
Some events featured this summer
are archery. baseball , judo, shooting,
boxing, soccer, and track and field.
Moultrie said that African athletes are
outstanding in the track and field
events, especially in the middle · distance , which is approximately 800 meters , and the distance. which is between
5,IXX> and 10.000 meters .
Moultrie addl·d that Central and
South American athletes are good in
the middle distanl·c, but ''the reputation of the best runners belongs to the
Africans.'' Moultrie said that there are
but a few very good sprinters and tripleand long- jumpers to represent these
countries.
Moultrie attributed the boxing skills
to the South An1ericans and the soccer
skil ls to q:ie Central Americans. '' In the
1984 games, Third World countries
will definitely get their share of the
medals , '' he said .
Because of the geographical and economical limitations in these countries.
few of the athletes will be able to compete in some of the events such as
weight lifting and water polo , according to Moultrie . '' It has to do with the
poverty level of certain countries,'' he

By RENEE K. DAWSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
''There were very few, if any, Third
Wo,r ld countries represented in the
1984 Winter Olympic games held in
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, '' said William
Moultrie, Howard University Track
and Field coach. · 'bul they will participate in the 1984 summer games to be
held in Los Angeles ."
Moultrie. who is also the National

·2oo1n1eter chainnan for the Olympic
Corhmittee. said African, Central

American and South American countries will participate. but that South
-Afri,ca may not participate.

In 1980. South African Black
athletes did not compete in the Olym-

pic~

South Africans
by artists, athletes

..

'"The whole concept of why the

Olympics originated and deVeioped
was tQ bring all countries together to
eartici:pate' in one arena,'' Moultrie
said. ''Now it has become politically
tarnished, which should not be . ''
Moultrie recalled that '' In 1980. the
U.S . did not•participate in the summer
games because Russ ia had troops in
Afghanistan. and Carter elected not to
send' the athletes .
''However. the USSR still has troops
there. but nevertheless we will partici-

spea.1 to the Hilltop
As long ago as 1958, the African
National Congress attempted to impress the importance of enforcing a
complete cultural isolation of South
Africa as· an additional means of combating socio-political abberations in-

side South Africa.
In 1968, the United Nations General
Assembly requested all states and organizations to suspend educational, sporting and other ex.changes with the South
African government . And in 1980 a direct appeal from the United Nations
was made to artis~s. musicians and

-

other personalities to boycott South

Coad1 \\lllian1 Moultrie
''It costs very little to run and train in
track and field, but power sports such as
weight lifting are very ex.pensive,·· said
the coach. ''Plus. competitively and
traditionally. they are not great swimmers," he added .
Moultrie sa id that one of the big criticisms in this country is that t"oreign
achletes train in the l J. S . . and then go
back and run for their country . ·' But.''

added .

By Wayne E. Jackson-The Hilltop

h( contended, '' if you allow them to be
regular students, then they should be
allowed to be regular athletes . "
Ruperta Charles from Antigua,
David Charlton and Kennech Wilson
from the Bahamas, and Richard Louis
fron1 Barbados are Howard University
athletes training in track and field in
hopes of competing in the 1984 summer
games .

Africa.
In September 1983, a new thrust was
added to the boycott, Artist and
Athletes Against Apartheid . Cochaired by Harry Belafonte and Arthur

Ashe, AAAA was organized by the

stain from performing in South Africa
due to the negative publicity generated,
it has devised a smokescreen of confusion called Sun City, Bophuthatswana.
This countty is not to be confused with
Botswana, an independent African na~ tion which has ncve~ been a part of
South Africa.
Sun City is an elaborate entertainme'nt and s~ ,s:omplex which the
Afrikaner nationalists deceitfully promote abroad as being in an ''independent'' nation and welcome the
frequent confusion between it and Botswana .
''The excessive contracts offered by
South African interests to international
celebrities to overcome moral concerns, to come and show their talents
are extraordinarily tempting," said
Ross . ''Those artists and athlets who
ex.press their support for Black social
and political aspiration in South Africa
by refusing to go are to be com-

artists and althletes themselves for the
purpose of educating and raising the mende<I."
.
According to an interview in the Los
consciousness level of their collegues
on the artificial distinction between Angeles Times in October 1983 with
Bophuthatswana and South Africa. The Hazel Feldman, general manager of
major tactics used by AAAA are pro- entertainment for Sun City the boycott
fessional comaraderie and industry has already had some effect on booking
contacts to halt the travel of their col- commitment on Bophuthatswana.
AAAA has over 100 artisrs and
leagues to South Africa .
''South Africa and apartheid are . athletes on its executive committee and
vague political realities to many includes such stars as Karee Abdulentertainers and sports figures . 'They Jabbar, Jane Fonda, Quincy Jones and
But the criteria is how much we want to retary but you could hardly say it are not aware of the specifics of it, but Bill Cosby. It is endor=l by the United
hurt our main enemy which is the U.S.
(Cuba) is nonaligned . It has become a they do have a notion of the negative Nations, NAACP, Operation PUSH, as
' 'The Soviets support many Third
victim of its own success. You must relationship between the blacks and well as 28 other national organizations.
World revolutions. not because they
take into account the problem of depen- whites there '', said Hazel Ross, LcgBeginning this month, AAAA will
agree . but beca u se the y' re anti - dence ."
air a public service announcement over
B
d'
H.lbo
W
islative
Assistant
for
Economic
and
Western .··
ut accor 1ng to 1 urne atson, C "bbe
Aff .
f T
Af .
'
150 major radio
stations, of which
0
Stavrou said a n1ain ingredient in the a professor of political science and a
an
an . airs . rans nca, a
East-West conflict is ··ove r who con- specialist on the Caribbean political Blac.k. -~me!'c~ F?reign lobby . Ross, WHUR is one . Thc anoouncement will
-onls the'""Sonther11 .tft!111Bpl1e1e: .Qf:ont1sti...- ..,eet1Qrn1m1®"'
·'11y; _.r--no.nalfgn.~nt d~'.!l(tt ··~~ leg1sl~~1ve 11as1on f?r A~A pro- concern the 1961 Sharpe Ville Masworld' ' because this region contains mean neutrality."
vtdes pol1t1cal and foreign policy sup- sacre where 69 men, women and children were killed by the South African
critical raw materials and n1inerals that
Watson said the ·'main planks of the port to the group.
the industrial West needs. ···rhe Soviet nonaligned movement are : opposition
According to Ross, this lack of JX>lice while demonstrting peacefully.
Union doesn't ha ve a cr iti ca l to colonialism, apartheid , racism, the awarenesshasbecnskillfullyex.ploited AAAA will also be hosting symshortage-they have all the chrome. arms race, the proliferation of nuclear by the South African government . posiums across the countty on the realigold and cobalt they need .' '
weapons. the establishment of military Recognizing that many celebrities ab. ties of apartheid.
Because of this situation, Stavrou bases by the superpowers in their counsaid the Soviet Union realizes it '--can tries, and the suppprt of a new ingreatly hurt th e econon1i cs of the temational economic order. "
United States by deterring its influence
Watson ex.plained that nonaligned
in the Third World .
means ''being apart from joining the
Stavrous said the Third World counmilitary block of NATO (the North
tries · 'are not fools, they understand the
Atlantic Treaty Organization) or che
superpowers . '' He said they have some
Warsaw Pact.••
dire needs, and as far as he is con- t
cemed, · ' more power to them '' if they ·
Though Watson said he feels there is
play one ag:linst the other, · ·as long as a lack of commitment and a certain
they don't end up in the belly of the Big amount of hypocrisy involved, ''I look
about I0 Nigerians at his apartment
By BERNADETTE ODDIAH
Bear or the Big Lion.''
..... then; they were all in the new year
beyond the shortcomings. You have to
Hilltop Staffwriter
According to Stavrou, the fITTt meet- ask ·Are the goals and objectives of
mood before 10 Nigerians at his apartHave you ever witnessed a peaceful ment then; lt\ey were all in the new year
ing of the nonaligned movemf nt was nonalignment desirable, and in that
coup before ? Nigerian students at Ho- mood before the news came around.
held in 1961 to '' provide an alternative context, if pursued vigorously and
ward University who witnessed the
Emmanual said· they 811 rejoiced
to fend off encroaching superpowers." effectively, can they contribute to
It is '' not an organizational structure or peace and stability in the world?' And I coup and those who heard of it, have when they heard the news, because
an alliance . They were trying to put think they will .''
different opinions to share.
Nigeria had been in a ~ state of ccosome flexible structure between the
Sylveria Munis, a sophomore major- nomy before the tum of the governHe said that in the Third World , ing in Zoology witnessed the coup and ment . Again Emmanuel and others reEast and the West . One of the criteria
was not to be formally aligned with the problems of political corruption, echoic therefore has some views to share. joiced because, finally they would be
rivalries, economic exploitation, and According to Munis , on the 1st of Jan- able to get foreign ex.change in faster,
superpowers ," said Stavrou .
Stavrou gldaht~t 90 countries now dependence on the international market uary, all phones were dead; she since there is another government .
make up the nonaligned movement . He ''converge in ways that make it very coufdn't get through any radio station,
Femi Aje, and economics major in
ex.plained that one pioblem of the nona- diffic ult to pursue the principles of andshethou'ghtthiswasratherunusual. his sophomore year heard the news
Iigned movement is that it is ''too nonalignment in a vigorous and suc·
.S he received the news through a from a friend who accordine to him .
neighbour and later 1 heard it on the ·heard his own version of the news from
loosely defined . Fidel Castro was sec- cessful way .''
news . ''I was rather shocked , because the radio.
everywhere was quiet, everything'went
Ajc· s8id he supported the coup,
peaceful~x.cept for the dead teleregardless qf who s~ it The rea5i

I

Russian foreign policy to stay the same
I

By KELLY MITCHELL-CLARK
International Editor

•

The Soviet Union 's new leadership
will not dramatically affect its foreign
. toward th e Th 1'rd worId nations,
·
po Iicy
according to the opinions of two university fac ulty members .
Konstantin Chemeok.Q.-was. -~
by the Central Con1mittee of the COmmunist Party to head the country after
Yuri Andropov 's death several weeks
ago .
Nikolaos Stavrou , a professor of
political science and international relations and the author of several books on
wbrld politics, said the leadership is nol
really '' new' ' and therefore, · Sovie1
policy will remain ''consistent.''
'' He (Chernenko) comes from the
same group (as other Soviet leaders) .
He traces his roots back to the Stalin
era. It is a continuation of old leadership with some changes in personality , •• Stavrou said.
He added , ··soviet foreign policy
does not change dramatically with a
change in power. What docs change is
the style .''
According to Stavrou, Chernenko
an,d Leonid Brezhnev became ''close
friends in 1944 and there are all indications that they chink alike . '' He said
he expects Chernenko to have a more
common sense approach , as did Brezhn~v . rather than a Marxist-l;eninist
militant approach .
I ' 'They do a much better job using a
s9ft approach rather t~an a hard
approach, '' Stavrou said.
ex.plained
that during the Brezhnev years, the
Soviet Union gained influence in Cuba,
1'ngola and Ethiopia and invaded

fJe

Afghanistan .
James Sulton. a professor of political
scie nce with a background in international rela1ions and African studies. said. ·· we don 't really have any
· Un1on
·
reason ·lo bel'1eve t hat th e Sov1et
is goi ng to c hange her position·· toward
Third World nations.
-..-....S111ll°"" silid he thinks the-SovietUni~ill cont inue to support liberation groups such as the South West
Africa People 's Organization (SWAPO) o f Namibia and the African
National Congress (ANC) of Soulh
Africa .
·· 11 wouldn ' t make any sense for the
Soviet Union to change 'her policy , ''
said Sulton . '' failures in our policy
have meant gains for the Soviet Union .
·'The Soviet Union had been
effectively shut out of any influence in
the Middle East by virtue of the Camp
David Agreement between Egypt and
Israel . But given Reagan 's militaristic
approach to Lebanon , we have not only
had to withdraw fiom Lebanon with
egg on our face, but we have left a
situation that is more influenced by
Syria, which has close relations with
1the Soviet Union," Sulton said .
''We have given her an exalted position in South Africa because we still fail
to recogn~ze the legitimacy of liberation
movements there ," Sulton continued.
··our policy is so destructive of our
own interesls that she doesn't have to
do anythiog . ''
Stavrou said the Soviet Union does
not suppqrt liberation movements because it is a lover of freedom and
democracy . ' 'Whatever the Soviet
Union is doing in the Third World, it is
not doing it because it wants to he_lp .

Students view of
Nigerian coup
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sumes, pictures, and get to know as
many contact people as possible . To
''show face'· , as she put it, is another
considerable avenue for artists .
Duri"n g the discussion, it was brought
out that The Ensemble and The Dance
Theater do not have a large perentage of
Black support. The company's endorsements came from a majority of
Whites . Williams said, in reference to
The Theater confronting Blacks for
support, '' It is not that we don't ask .''
Georges pushed for Blac.lcs to suppon <he ans. aod she said, "It (the
support) has to stan at an early age.''
This was stated w~n different panel
attendants stressed that Blacks shoukl
get more ex.rosurc to the various ans.
An open area where women can find
employmerit 1s 1n the ans, GCorges
said.
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'it make• mv mind .b leed when I hear of top
Nigerian•, moving all around in jet plane• '
phone lines which gave us some clue . ''
Munis said she was rather happy because everyone had been expecting a
change due to the bad situation in
Nigeria. ''This coup affected some of
my relatives, especially friends who
had to go to the nearest police stations,
and are probably still under detention.
Abiodun Adepoju, a senior, majoring in architecture who didn't really
witness the coup also have some views
to share. ''I ·feel it is a welcomed coup,
since the corruption in Nigeria has
.reached its climax; whereby, any hu·
man being would surely Jona for a
change ...

he said Was due to the socio-political
and economic upheavals that was
plaguing the ·coiinby al Iha! puticular

Adcpoju also hopes that people holding offlCC now would pe>form better,
adding that •'since they baYC once witnessed others' regime and have acquiled experiences, which wbea pUI into pr8Ctice will enable them IO 11::r the
ship of the Ollioa ID afety."

majorin1 in

Emmanuel Egun, a senim majoring
in architecture received the news

tbmugb the ndio medium around ~
1.m; on !he 31st of December 1083.
Acc:ording to Emm•ngel, lb! e waie

period.
- ''lbere waS no ~ of direction oo
the part of the leaders; no social goals or
ideals; the pursuance of malerialization
things ,-as all that mattcn:d most to

them.
''Basically it makes my mind bleed
when I hear of !Op Nigerians, moving
all around in jel planes; witb millions of
othen suggering around." Fani said,
be believes in puni+m DC .ceonti• IO
the gravity of their lino.

Lastly, Ayona Ajsele, a jullior,

socioloSY w-·~ too ,....

prised when she b:ud cbe news from
lier brothen aod Iator coafinnod Ibis ...
the ndio.
•
On one b·-.c1. Ajuck wu
bce11z1: •UF:caedac'sra: iatheocooomy, liutrwt ' 14a', d••
1bere WU a JeCOJMI OMp ia . . )LSI,
which abc lhnlzpt w 111' too De.
Ayona ft 111, tbe bell N•1 .. dow
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The Ladies of Alpha-Chapter
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Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.
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Introducing Cafe Irish Creme. , 1

Smooth and satisfying, it blends coffee
with the rich fl avor of Irish creme for a taste t hat
will bring out the Irish in everyone.

•

•

Friday March 30, 1984
10 p.m. - 2:30 a.m.

I

The Ramada Renassance
1 143 New Hampshire Ave
•

I
•

From the author of CARRIE, •

THE SHINING,
· .THE Of.AD ZONE,
and CHRISTINE
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EARL GLICK CHARLES J. WCBCR

DONALD P. BORCHERS and reRRl!.NCI!. KIRBY

Produced by

Directed by
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STEPHEN KING'S "CHILD~N Of THE CORN"
. stamng t>r;TER HORTON . LIND.\ HAMILTON
Sc"'enplay by GEORGE GOLDSMITH
Based upon the .iooy by STEPHEN KING
Mu* byJOl"fATHAN f:LIAS
r:.cculiY< Producers
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Football coach suspends three, takes sc
According to one member of the Phi at this point that the brawling occiurred,

By Danyl Richards
Asst. Sports Editor

Beta Sigma fraternity, who wanted to

according to the Sigmas and other wit-

remain anon)'m Ous, the incident ncsses .

.

According to Jeffries, two of the
players went back to him asking him to
f""''"o;irler hi ~ deri, ion on the suspensions a11d l)lt the scholarship situa ·
tion . However. after rediscussing the
incident Jeffries decided 11 wnuld be

0

•

rs ips

two players come back in the fall as Howard community to cheer and supwalk-ons and try to earn their positions pon the learn and be pan of the learn as
and scholarships back . Jeffries noted one unit, said Jeffries .
''You can't be as one for a player
that because of an NCAA ruling, the
players can not lose their scholarships 'liho doesn' t know how to act,'' said
for this semester, but they will lose their Jeffries . ''We want everyone from Hoscholarships for the upcoming fall ward pulling for Howard ."
semester.
Although it was Jeffries who sus''The players won't hav~ them (the pended the players, Jeffries displayed a
scholarships) in the fall," said Jeffries. sincere interest in seeing the playen
''But if the)' Stay out of trouble, work come back to the team. ' 'I hope they
hard in practice, hustle, and be good earn their places back on the team,"
said Jeffries . '' If they play the way 1
citizens, they will be reinstated ."
Jeffries said he felt the move will think they're capable of playing, I see
help improve relations between the no trouble in their getting their places
players and the Howard communitv. back ."
The three suspended players were
'' We talked and we expect the playe~
to carry themselves well so we can get not available for comment.
support from the fans . We want the

Three Howard University football occured after some of the players tried
Jeffries decided to take his course of
pl8yers were suspended from the team to crash the party. ' ' Some of the players action after receiving a written police
and had their scholarships cancelled af- tried to crash the pany , but most of report concerning 1he incident, !lncl
ter a gate crashing incident earlier this them paid ,'' said the Sigma, ''The ones !!!!!!!
month , according to Howard 's head - involved in the suspensions were prob'... We expect the players to carry themselves u,ell so
football coach Willie Jeffries.
ably the ones who tried to crash .··
The three players·. senior running
The incident became more heated afbac k Jeff Owens , sophomore wide re - ter a discrepancy in the price of the beer
we cari get support from the fa11s.'
ceiver Edwi n Watt s, and freshman occured between the Sigma's and the
~ wide receiver Tyrone Prather admitted
foo1ball players. Apparenlly, lhe Sigto Jeffries that they e ntered a party held ma 's advertised two free kegs of beer. calling all ..:ii· tt..;; in,·oJ·.;ed pl:.;·.::rl> tu an best n u l 11• rt>~ ...111111 !flt" 111;1y~ 1 , 'c1n tht>
· by the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity with- but after the kegs were consumed, the individual private conference.
roster thi ' semesttr .
o ut paying the required S 1.50 admis- fraternity decided to charge for the third
·•we punished the players according
Accor•' ····· 1n J,,.ffri,..o; _nn~ 11ndis• ·~ ·
. sion . The party was held in the School keg .
to what they did individually, depend- player has withdrawn from the :.ini verof Engineering building on February
The football players and the Sigmas ing on his involvement 1n the in- sity.
18 .
began to argue over the price and it was
cident." said Jeffries .
Jeffries said he was willin~ to let the

\

•
'

Bison lose MEAC to
N.C. A & T, 65-58

Bowlers take third ..at
ACU-1 tourney
'

deficit, closing the gap to 35-33 o n it

By Darryl Richards
Asst . Sports Editor
Thi s ye3r"s Mid-Eas1ern Athletic
C.Onference loumament finals held few
surprises. Por the past three years. the
site of the final s has been the same. The
te'3 ms co111peting in the finals have been
the sa111e. And. un fort unately for the
Bison. the resulls were ,the same, as
I N~rth Carolina A&l' def~ated Howard
~~-58, last Saturday in Greensboro,
IN .C.
The Bison advanced to the finals af-

ter defeating South Carolina State . 7359, in the sen1i-finals lasl Friday.
After Kevin Scott. who led all scorers with. 2 1 poinl s. hit the first basket of
the ball game the Bison never led again.
The Aggies. on j umpers from guards
Eric Boyd and Jin1my Brown. were
able to pull ahead to a 21-9 advantage
with 12:07 left in the half.
1
The Bison were eventually able to
'

• close lhe gap 10 23-21. on a Fred Hill
bakket , bul mi ssed baskets. turnovers.
an~ outs ide jumpers from tournament
MYP Eric Boyd, and Brown widened
the gap 10 35-28 at the half.
, Boyd. who scored 17 points, was
able 10 keep Howard at bay because
centers Derek Caracciolo and Robert
Mc ilwa ine held three -time MEAC
Playerof1he Year Joe Binion to o nly 11
points , thus leaving Boyd open for outside jumpers.
•
'"They collapsed o n Joe and that
would give 1ne the opportunity to ge1
open,"· said Boyd . · 'They could stop
Joe but they couldn ·1 stop us both ."'
.It was Boyd 's 17 points that hurt the
\1
. \ijison the most, because they usually
stopped key drives and comeback a1ternpts by the Bison .
In the second half the Bison were
able to bounce back from their halftime

Fred Hill steal and layup with 18:34 lef(
in the game . But the Aggies, who wil1
represent the MEAC in teh NCAA
tournament, pulled ahead42-35 on baskets by Boyd and Binion.
The Bison were able to mount only
one other comeback attempt . A Fred
Hill jumper with 3:57 remaining·
brought the Bison within one point 5958 . Unfortunately for the Bison, poor
free-throw shooting , missed shots, and
i:urnovers marked the beginning of the
end for Howard .
The Aggies were able to seize the
moment, as they held the ball for the
next 2:20, forcing the Bison to foul with
I :41 left iq the contest. Eric Boyd then
hit two free throws widening the gap to

61 -58.
The Bison never scored again, as the
Aggies kept the ball away from Bison
defenders for the next minute . The only
o ther time the Bison had a chance to
win the ballg~me in the remaining minute was when Kevin Scon took a hurried jumper which bounced off the rim .
··we king of panicked towards the
e nd ,"said Coach A . B . Williamson,
·· we did some things out of our nonnal
offense. There were times when one or
two PfSSCs would have been better than :.
taking bad shots.
''Our inexperience showed when our
patience wore down on defense and we
c ame oul too quickly, " said Williamson . ''These are the things a young
team does, and we have a young
team .··
Receivirig tournament ho nors for the
Bison were forwards Kevin Scott and
David Wynn . who scored 18 points
agains1 S.C. S1a1e, and freshman guard
Fred Hill wJ:lo made second team alltournament .
Rober! Mcllw.iine 130) l''l' boll blod<ed front behind by Aggies' Joe Binioo (25)

The Howard University Bowling
team concluded a very successful season, with a third place finish behind
Penn . State (Isl) and West Virginia
(2nd) , at the American College Unionslnternational (ACU-1) held at the University of Maryland .
The Bowlers ( 11-1) entered the
tournament with a string of 10 consecutive victories, winning 11 out of 12
matches over conference foes before
suffering their only blemish of the season, a 14- 10 loss to Penn . State.
Interim bowling coach Robert
Holmes commented on the players prefonnance all season .
''They are an extremely .competitive
team with a need for some maturity and
a little more technical knowledge . The
players have shown a tremendous
amount of courage , not being afraid of
anyone they've faced. "
At ACU-1 toumamenq the Howard
bowlers continued their aggressive nature with team captain Ernest Sevous
winning best performance in the cate-

placed in, so I was very excited about
the outcome . ''
Coach Holmes was ecstatic about the
output of his outstanding sophomore
bowler , ''He (Scvous) is a technically
so(rid bowler. He reads the lanes well
and never allows shots to upset him. He
really has a professional stroke ... "
With the conclusion of the 1983-84
season, Holmes is very optimistic about
next season with eight out of nine bowlers scheduled to returning .
The bowling team has only one·
senior graduating, Victor Parrott, and
eight other bowlers slated to return
(four of which were staners last season) . The returnees include Lany Williams (s tarter); Gerard Breland
(starter); Edward Sutton, Jr.; Derrick
Brown (starter); Louis Crozier; Lloyd
Mallory; Tony Taylor and Sevous (starter).
Coach Holmes contends that next
season the team will place a great deal
of emphasis on developing balance between the level of maturity and the level
of excitement .
''The team did very well considering
that many of the bowlers were fll'St year

gory of "All EvenlS."

perfonners. They held 1ogether under

By TIM ROBINSON
Sports Editor

Sevous, a native of Cleveland, Ohio , the pressure o~ the good competition in
captured the award by bowling a total of the conference," Scvous added .
nine games in a series of three game
blocks . He maintained a 207 average in
the nine games, which was the higbest ,,.
average of any bowler in the tournament .
For his performance Sevous was invited to the ACU-1 National Champi'onship slated for Reno, Nevada, with the
league paying all expenses .

•

Florida . I decided to give it n1y best
shot, and the scou1s 1hought thal my
perlormance was good enough to make
the cut," lamented Jordan .
·Jn Kentuc ky the 76 finalists competed for the 45 positions avai lable.
from which the scouting comn1ittee
made their final decision .
Jordan repeated his early perform'•"'
ance by impressing the committee
enough to make the team . and currently , while preparing for the upco ming
spring session, awaits the announce'
ment of whether he has made lhe final
'
squad who will represent the U.S. at the
Olympics .
Coach Chuck Hinton , the Bison
baseball mentor, expressed encouraging words and praise about his talented
outfielder , saying, '' He (Jordan) is a
hard worker and he
does have a
great deal of talent ." · He continued,
'
BY wa;;,c E. Jackson-The Hilltop
··At this stage he is in a good position
Rozier Jordan
c.lreer wise, that is as far as becoming a
- - - - - - - - - - - - -In addition , the i·unior Consumer professional baseball player.''
By TIMOTHY ROBINSON
Education and Resource Management
Even though base ba 11 at Howard
S
_.:.ports
__Edi
_ 't_or
_ _ _ _ _ _· --~ majoi, has bef'n selected as a pr~- spans two semesters (fall and spring)
For a young athlete to reach the season All -American bv area coaches aitd the number of games exceed 100,
pla~au 'of All-American status dllring and "?0"' writer !i for the ~pring season . Ionian 's love forbase6all has led him to
their collegiate career is a high h1 no r.
· ·1 have t-.een hypin£ inyM. •. _,, . :
!1lay with several teams during the offbbt to have the opportunity to represent this year's challenges, by ttying to im- season .
the United States at the 1984 Olympic prove my game . I have tried to work
Over the past summer months he
games in Los Angeles is an ex- and keep a positive attitude," Jordan played with the Winchester Royals
traordinary accomplishment.
·'
said .
(Va.), the D .C. Birds and with the
Howard University will have particiDuring the Olympic baseball tryouts World-Champion Baltimore Orioles
pants at the Olympics in the areas of that were hcld ,at Georgetown Univer- Amateur All-Star team .
track and tae kwon do, even as a press sity, with some t3S athletes competing,
Jordan attributes his accomplishvCnuel , further. the Bison can also Jordan successfully made the cut which ments to the leadership and guidance
have a representative in baseball- qualified him for the next level of trials that he has received from his c~hes .
Rozier Jordan .
in Loui~ville, Kentucky .
''My coaches have _
showed I tremen1
Jordan, a native of Front Royal, Va.,
Jordan admitted that he was some- dous amount of confadence in me over

other bowlers participating in the
tournament and I wanted to shoot
well .·· Sevous said, ''This was·the frrst
' tournament that I have actually
ACU-1

..

has already slugged his way into the what nervous when he urived at the
Bi$0fl record books, with three home- ftrSt tryouts bec1u1e of the caliber of
•runs in ooe game, most home-runs in athlete< ponicipning.
fall (8) aod sprin1 (12) seasons, as well
"When 1-tolhetryouts and saw
aa pitching a no-hitter agaii.st Ci.tootiC that everyone there were from major
Uni-.i last fall.
1<bools such as Arizonl, California,

the years, and I think it has really poid
off," Jordan said.
"He's a VfftY cwf!eNe boll player,
andhehastheriptcleoinlmd-to
be successful,'' commented Coach

Hinton .

Bowling Team

'

like a family .
··After the Nationals ended I realized
Hilltop Staffwriter
it was all over-I've never cried so
With records and honors between hard- I' m happy to have been a part of
them that would easi ly fill the hands of the swi1'9ming team'' .
an en1ire team. Andre Cro pper and
Williams contributions lo the success
Caesar Williams have swam their last of the team are no Jess spectacular than
lap as a Howard Shark and have done so thal of Croppers.
with style .
A record holder in I 00 & 200 yard
Last Saturday 's final round of the breast strokes , 400 medley rClay , 400
Black National Championships marked freestyle relay. 800 freestyle relay ,
the end of Cropper's and \Villiams· suc- Williams nearly owned the 50 yard
cessful swimming careers at Howard . freestyle wi1h 1st place finishes coming
'" I' m very sad. I' ll miss the competi- at both the Tri-State and Black National
tion, ·· said Cropper as he puts a lid on Championships.
Williams also served as captain of
four years at Howard tha1 have included: two times mo st valuable the team his junior and senior years.
Both Cropper and Williams agree
swimmer for the 1eam. a MVP 81 this
year's Black National Championships, that the team has progressed tremenholder of all freestyle records except the dously since their first year on the team.
·'When I was a freshman there was
50 yard, and a recipient of lhe MEAC
only one or two contenders with the
award as all-academic a!hlete .
Williams shares Cropper's feelings ability to win an event, now there arc
as he departs from a team that he says is potential winners in every event,·· said

Cropper. t ,
Cropper and Williams credit Coach
Yonnie Shambourger for the progress
and for the togetherness of the entire
learn .
'' Yonnie has made the team better
and stronger'' said Williams, he 'also
feels the swim team has given him more
confidence and maturity as a person.
The rn<Xlest types who insist the team
will continue to improve and do better
in spite of their absence Cropper and
Williams both intend to stay actively
involved in swimming.
'' l hope to give something back of
what I've gotten out of· swimming''
said Williams .
Coach Shambourger is in the process
now of recruiting swimmen to fill the
gaps Cropper and Williams· will be
leaving open but with the talents of

these two the gaps will undoubtfully be
hard to fill .

**
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Howard University Bison

Thanks for the memories!
By RAY RAGLAND

'

"I wanled to gain the respect of,the

lyntpic hopeful

ozier Jordan

•

••

~
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Hilltopics

KAPPA ALPHA PSI
FRATERNITY, XI CHAPTER
KAPPA WEEK '84

On behalf of the 1984 Spirit Week
Conunittce and the Howud University Student Association, I would
like to thank all who volunteered
their time and energy to make Spirit

Week a success. Your efforts were
greatly appreciated .
.·
Love ya, Connie Clay
THIS IS TO ANNOUNCE THE
FORMATION OF THE HOW ARD
UNIVERSITY LAW STUDENTS
FOR JESSE JACKSON COMMI I'I EE. The committee will meet
Wednesdays at 3:30 in Room 8-110
at the Law School (2900 Van Ness
St., N.W.). Topics covered at these
meetings will range from voter registration and absentee voting demonstrations to fundcaising to effec-

tive_ campaign strategies.

MONDAY, APRIL 2: Film Festival
on ''Blacks in America: The Unsung
Heros'' 7p.m.-9 p.m. Paul Robeson,
Booker T . Washington. Charles R.
Drew, George Washington Carver,
Jan E . Matt.cligcr. W .E.B. Dubois.
TUESDAY, APRIL 3: Lecture series
''B lacks in Communication : For

Wh

Do

w

Speak?''

WE~~ESDA~. APRir.4: Pizza and

The Political Science Society will go
out Saturday, 'Muth 10 to register
D .C . residents in the Shaw area. But
all those ~ inierested in aiding the
Political *ience Society please meet
in frontofCrunton at I 1:30a.m. We
encourage all and specifically request all Political Science MajorMinors to come out.

....._l Soro fAl""•Cb ..,,. DE·
11K<
rs o r- aywr,

~T~SIGMA THETA •.Sor_ority Inc . ,

.
c
1nv1te you to the culminating events
Pe ppcnn1nt 1cc ream.
--f fu_ .. _, ·
· ··
THURSDA y' APRIL 5: Lecture
of our week o
iiw . .stng act.iv1t1es

~ries ~ 11 ··~~s i?. Amer-

1can National Lcg1slat1on. From
~-•
Affi
.
A .
A
1 ~m to
1nna~ve
ct10.n:
'ioad Map of Amcncan National
. .
Dr Al . Tho
)
Lcg1slat1on . ( · vin
mlon ·
FRIDAY , APRIL 6 : Black and
White Ball '84, JW . Marriott Hotel .
14th&ESts .• N.W . 9-2a .m. Includ.1pg t he • - , 84 weethcart Cou rt
83
q:oronation . Sec any Kappa for delilils or tickets .

ASK

•F .da

A joy-filled, contemporary study of

how we are to live a godly life in
these present days.
• Leun what it means to be •'born

SATURDAY . APRIL 7,,
Kappalympics- ' 84 : The Greeks
compete ( 1 la .m .-4 p.m. (on the

..
again.
.

field)

• Learn bow not to ' 'fold under the

SUNDAY, APRIL 8: Anenda~ of
Palm Sunday 'Vorshij; ServiceRankin Memorial Chapel .

pressure '' of your friends who do not
agree with you .

·1 bl
Cnmt
tic..ets_ av~a e ay
on
Aud1tonum Box Office)

•SaNrday, March 10
- Aea Market 10 a .m. - 4 p.m.
Ground Aoor Plaza of Black.bum
- Party of Tiffanne 9 p.m. - 4
a.m. 2015 L Street. N.W. (tickets
must be purchased ina dvancc; sec
any soror for details)

•. Become a man or woman that can

Be strong. from your- brother,
Randall

be called the '' Moses'' of his genera-

tion.
Come and join us as we share the life ,
the love , and the excitement of being
a Christian in todays world .
Social Work Lounge .
Tuesdays 7:00 p.m.
Sponsored by Maranatha S1udent
Fellowship

POWER FOR LIFE
• An indepth study of Biblical princ iples thal give you the key to success
in every area Of your life. Come and
join us:
12 p.m.- 1 p.m.
Blackbum Audi1orium
Tuesdays & Thursdays
Sponsored by Maranalha S1udent
Fellowship
•

Lawrence.
What we have here is a failure to
comrnunic'ate . Come up and see me
sometime .
Your friend,
Angie
.I

.•

Tight Squeeze
Pany # 3
Dejays and MC's Larry Gee and
Frank.ski also Gemini and the Gemini
Crew .
' Wah Shing Ballroom , 502 Kennedy
St . , N .W . Saturday. Marc h 10 .
I lp . m .- 6p . m . Dona ti o n S4 .00
• Sl .OOoffwithcollege l.D. Drinks
will be sold more info 829-0575 (Ski

3-Xl·82

'

11fAJESTIC ENTERPRISE AND
THE U NIVERSITY CENTER
WILL BE PRESENTING AN EVE-

~ING OF '' MAGIC AND COM-

EDY'' Thursday. March 15 from
8p . m . 10 I lp . m . Admissi o n is
ljREE!! Prizes will be given to the
three mosl outrageously dressed individuals . So wtiip out those chains
and come unwind before the Spring
Break .

WE NEED YOU!!!

I

lihe Florida Avenue Baptist Church
is seeking volunlecrs to help with its
D .C . voter registration drive efforts .
If you are interested in reaching out
to the communi1y , please contact Pat
Jo ne s al 636-7504 (morning and
'
afk:moon
) o r at 575-0707 (evenings). Don' ! hesitate ! The time to
act is NOW!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO OUR
DAUGHTER. HELENE (TONI )
WILSON . who will be observing her
special day on Tuesday, March 13.
1984. Many Happy Re1ums.
Rev . & Mrs . Robe~ A. Wilson

I

Silk,
lt.ooking forward to being in the
··Gym City •· with you!

Love,

J.

"'Gee)

•••for further details , contact Connie Clay at 636-1842, 636-7011 or
Santita Jackson at 636-1986 .

ATTENTION!
The National Organization of
Black University and College SNdcnts, (N .O.B .U.C .S.) will be having a general body meeting Thursday , March 15 in the Human Ecology
auritorium at 6:30 p.m. Attendance
is a must !

The ladies of Alpha Chap1er. Delta
Sigma Theta Sororily, Inc .• will be
sponsoring a book and magazine
drive on Monday. March 12 al 7 p.m.
All li1erarurc will be donated 10 Lorton Rcfonna1ory . All interes1ed participants please rcpon to the lobby of
either Meridian Hill , Slowe Hall. Bethune Hall , or Sutton PROMPTLY at
7 p.m. 10 collect material ,

All alumni of Queens College .
Guyana are invi1cd to attend a meeting concerning the fonna1ion of an
Alumni Association . The meeting
will take place on Sunday, Man:h 25,
from 4 p.m. in the forum of 1hc
Blackbum Center.
'
For funher info nnalion call :
Lloyd Conyers, 495-8832
Willoo Nedd , 588-9647

Tuesday , March 13. at 7 p .m.
J.. there will be a mcc1ing of the Stuc:tcnt
National Technical Associalion in
the Engineering Auditorium. An announcement will be made concerning
a student (Soph .-Phd . Cand .) symposium at Langley Space Flight Center, from March 29-3 1. Free room
and board will be provided .
Computer, earth, life, physical
sciences, engineering . and mathematics majoring students are urged 10
attend for more details . All science·
technical majors arc invited to hew
olher future events.

Ohio Club Meeling
Announcement
The officers of the Ohio Club wish
to thank all of the members who ,
helped 10 make our doughnut sale
successful . The nex1 meeting of the
Ohio Club will be on Friday March 9.
inl)ouglassHall,RoomNo.123.all
Ohioans are urged to ancnd.

r

•

The Haitian Student Associa1ion of
Howatd University will be showing
an award-winning documentary
'' B ~tter Cane'' on Friday, March 9 at
andlon Sunday, March 11 at4p .m. in
the Lecture Hall of the Howard Uni·
venity Undergraduacc library .
ATTENTION !!
,_
All Women Students lnlerested in This Documentary represents the
best expose, thus fat , on the dyna, Health-Care Professions
'
1bc Howard University Wortien'i mics of nco-colonialism in Haiti .
Health Clinic now has position: for .information contact: 270-8571 or
available for women students wh< 387~563 .
are interested in gaining ~iablc medi
c.i.work experience . Hours flexible To Bubbles, the real girlfriend #I :
for further infonnation , please con HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! Things arc
.tact lbercsa Riley at 636-7290 (91 : betccr lhan ever between us now-lei's
during office hours 8 a.m. - 5 p.m keep it that way!
Monday thru Friday .
I love you a million times and forevWomen's Health Clinic, 510Co er,
Oscar's Big Buddy
lege Street, N .W.

There will be a cocktail-beer
awareness party given by the Political Science Society. The party is being thrown as an effort to recruit new
and old members . We diligently request the presence of all Political Science students and any others interested .
Time : 5 - 8 p.m.

good you hold in view .

Keep the Faith,Shari L. McCoy
WHBC-830-AM-will air
Minister Louis Fam.khan's Feb. 10
speech at Cramton Auditorium. The
hour-long program of Farrakhan' s
message about lcadcnhip for Black
youth will air on Sunday, March 11
at 8 p . m ., and Wednes.day and
Thursday, March 14 and 15, at 7
p.m.
•'

Scroller # 12,
Remember, there's a light at the
end of the tunnel .
Anything worth having is worth
working for .
Good Luck ,
J. P.S. A special good luck to Scrollcrs,
Calvin Epps, Donald Anderson and
Steve Alsbrooks .
Scrollcr Chuck Taylor,
There's a pot of gold at the end of
. bo w . Grab 11
. Ill
the ram
...
Good Luck ,
Rhonda P.

CLUB NEW JERSEY
sponsors

SPRINGBREAK BUS RIDE
to
CAMDEN. BROADWAY

STATION
NEWARK, PENN STATION
leaving March 16 at 5:30
in front of
Cnmton Auditorium
Returning March 25 .
leaving Ncwarlt at 12 ooon
and Camden at 2 o'clock p.m.
$23 .00 ROUNDTRIP for

··12·· Triumph Spitfire rear
$200.00 or best offer. Also have, or
can gel other miscellaneous Triumph
parts . Call Michael Davenport 4236060 between 10-11 p.m. M-F
Do you need your car undercoated? Everyone docs $40-50
Depending on car. Will travel to
some locations Call Michael Davenport for appointment 423-4677 between 10-11 p .m. M-F

•

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY to my
illustrious ~inc s isters of
FORTUITOUS ,63!! You arc and always will be a \very special part of
me .... trul}' '' ONE IN A MILLION !!' ' T .T .B.0 .D. Angie 36 A

H••man EcoloBY Career Week
The School of Human Ecology
will sponsor its Annual Career
Weck during March 12-15.
Representatives from more than 40
employers throughout the nation
will participate on panels,
seminars, and workshops designed
to prepare students to effectively
negotiate the world of work and to
make a positive impact in their
chosen career.
A broad range of topics will be
covered including marketing
oneself, developing interpersonal
sic.ills, and cultivating a
professional image through dress .
Additional sessions will address
employment and careers from a
national perspective and the many
available resources on career
planning located on the Howard
University campus .
All Human Ecology students are
encouraged to take advantage of
this opportunity to obtain fust-hand
opportunity to obtain rrrst-hand
information from the experts . Time
will be set aside to ask questions
and interact informally with the
representatives. ,
For further infonnation, contact
Dr. Valora Washington. Assistant
Dean . School of Human Ecology ,
at the following number: 636-7126.
Do you riced minor work done on
your Trium Spitfire , TR6 . TR7 ,
Tuneups, Brakes, oil change, clutch
master and Slave cylinders . Call
Michael Davenport betwa:n 10-11
p.m. 423-4677

Arc yo u a Beautiful person ?
Everyone is Beautiful . If you are interested in learning how to preserve
or improve your beauly Or interested
in owning your own cosme1ics business please contact Marsha Jones
anytime after 6 p.m. T-F 423-6060 .
Serious inquires only

SCROLLER FORES\,
KAPPA ALPHA PSI COULDN'T
HAVE MADE A BETTER
CHOICE! MY HEART IS WITH

YOU ...
LOVE ALWAYS ,

LYNN

MEMBERS
$30.00 ROUNDTRJP for

8-21 D G Hall

NON-MEMBERS
Tickets are available at Crampton
ticket office .
IVY A. DAWSON (MRS . FEIN-

STEIN)
YOU BETTER HANG IN THEIR
GIRRRL. OR YOU CAN 'T COME
TO LONDON ON MY JET .

(SMILE)
LOVE .

GWENDOLYN

Dex .
You don' t need no wigs, you don 't
need no jcwrics (HA HA) You ' re
crazy enough (smile)

Lemonhcad

IVY LINDA CLAYBROOKS .
FAITH AND PERSEVERANCE

ARE THE KEY TO SUCCESS .
YOU KNOW YOU HAVE WHAT
IT TAKES . ·
LOVE ,

GWEN
ATTENTION ALL PRE-LAW
STUDENTS : There will be a meeting of the Charles H . Houston PrcLaw Society on March 12 in room
142, Blackburn Center al 5 p.m.
To my OnL and only Chicago honey,
The answer lo your question is
very ''yes·· Hurry up this way again .
Angie

ATIENTION ALL
PRE-LAW STUDl!NTS
THE CALIFORNIA STUDENT
Tbc a.tea H. HOlaalOll Pre-Law
ASSOC. , in conjunction with Carver
Hall's Dorm Council and Club St. Society will bold its next m~ iti•1 oa
Louis, is having a puty in an ctrorc to Monday, March 12 at "' p.m. in
beat the Mid - Term Blues . Room 142, Blackbum. All membai
TONIGHT AT CARVER HALL! ! and illl1er'c5t!d penom - invited to
IO-Until . Free snacks and refresh- alt<1ld . Scmesi.r will """ be
PARTY!!

collcctcd.

ments!!

The D.C. chapten of Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, Inc ., cordially invite

TTENTION: WRITERS!!!
{ . ARTISTS!!!POETS!!!
'Janus, the literary magazine of the
Department of English, is _accepting
writings and drawings for the Spring
1984 issue . People wishing to submit
items for consideration should
deposit them in the J011us envelope
outside Locke Hall Room 218 . All
writings must be typewritten and
double-spaced. Submissions should
include both name and address on
each page. (NOTE: These items can- .
not ·be returned; contributors should
subrhit xeroxed copies only .) Deadline for submissions is March 30,
1984.

theHowud Untversitycommunity to
an evening of cnrertainmcnt by the
district's finest high school raJeat on
Su.ndtj' , March 11 at 7:00 in Rankin ._
. Oiapcl.

lgbimo Otito Christian Fell<>W11Up
presents Dr. J. H.,..11 from die Psychology department. He will be
speakjng on nwriagc. The discussion will be held in Rankin Owpcl
Lounge on Friday, Mar. 9, at 6:30
p.m.

SUMMER STIIDY ABROAD
Learn about scholarship opporLove.
Nnlties for summer study in Spain,
D.C.B.
Mexico. and other countries . Attend
the next meeting of the Spanish Club
Attention Missourians
o n Wednesday, March 14, at 3:30
The St. Louis Club will be having
p .m. in Locke Hall . Room 354.
a meeting today, Mar. 9, at4p.m. in ,;
Room 116 in DoUglu Hall. Come ;
WANNA PLAY MURDER with show your support!
~
the French Club? Stay tuned for more
information.
Alicia Fr. 415
Keep it together kid! A.A.S. will ~
ATTENTION ALL DEMO- be done within a couple of weeks and :
CRATIC STUDENTS: The Howard spring IH<ak' U be looking you in the .
University College Democrats will face. Your Midnight Magnet is pullhold its next two meetings on March ing for ya!
14and March 28. Bothof these meetNinja
ings will be held on a Wednesday in
the Blackbum Forum at 6:30 p.m. Suzette Smith,
Upcomingeventsincludcareccption
Just wanted to say ''Hello'' to a
on Capitol Hill with major speakers . pretty lady. How did you do on tbc
including Senator Edward Kennedy @#$%•!&.Psych . test. From a quiet
and Representative Augustus Haw- guy,
kins (senior member of the Congressional Black Caucus), and the
General Elections of the H .U. Col- WHAT: ''A Taste of fashion''
lege Democrats which will take place
A series of competitions sponon April 11 at 5 p.m. in the Black-sored by Harveys Bristol Cream in
bum Forum.
which patrons of Washington
-~~~~~~~~~~~·
clubs model their finest f•"'ions .
ATTENTION: VOTER REGISPriz.es include $50 local ckching
TRATION DRIVE . The Howard
store gift certificates, spcciallyUniversity College Democrats are
designed shirts and speciallys ponsoring a Voter Registration
priced Harveys Bristol Cream.
Drive in the fmt floor of Douglass Date:
Hall . The hours are 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
V uy according to contcse 1ocation
every day of the week . Your vote
beginning Mardi 2 through Man:b
CAN make a difference . Register
30.
and VOTE in the upcoming primaries TIME'
and general elections . MAKE
Vary acconling to location. Sec
YOUR VOTE COUNT! Remember
attached schedule of events.

Chicago? ... A VOTE CAN BE A PLACE:
VERY POWERFUL WEAPON
See attached schedule of events.
(against the Rcagancvils of scxicty). Sponsored by'
VOTE IN ' 84!!!
Harveys Bristol Cream, Heublein .
,

.

EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCES. To my Gigi,
Before your next interview call S22Just want you to know tbll you are
4~ 17 or 882-7276, typing services in my prayers and thoughts everyalso. Booker-Lee Enterprises.
day . Be strong.
15-XI-~2 .

CAFRICIOUS 32!! Happy 'early"
Anniversary! ! And to my spec, Tarah , and my s.s. Sherita: Our 'special '
bond can never be broken . Love, Angie 36 A 81 T .T.B .0 .D.
WANTED: Positions will be opening for students interested in summer month employment as Washington area taxi cab drivers. D.C . • Md.,
or Va . drivers license is required.
Contact James W . Holley IV Ph.
232-7918. Messages, 232-6327 .

RESIDENT ASSIST ANT
AFPLICA TIONS
1984- 1985 Academic Year
NOW AVAILABLE

WE NEED GOOD LEADERS
WHO AREo

DEPENDABLE!!!
COOPERATIVE!!!

INDUSTRIOUS! !
HOW ABOUT You m
Secure application from your Residence Hall Office. complete and submit to the office of residence life on
or before March 30 .
HAPPY BIRTHDAY YULANDA

LOVE TONY, SCOTT.
ROCHELLE, VINCE, X, FELICA
Al'{D HOLLY

THE BOWARD UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OJ'
PHARMACY AND PB~ACAL SCJENCU
18 8EEJUNG AMBITl~U8 MEN AND WOMD
WHO NK£D A CAREER IN AN BONOBABl.E
a-EAJ.TB CABE PllOFWION.
OPPGi\TUMITIES AND OPTIONS r.A RB
UNLJMITED-··llANGJNG FROM SELF
EMPLOYMENT TO EMPLOYMEN't -Df
INDU8TRY,COVEllNME)IT,AND
COMMUNITY. ALUMNI OF ·rs& COLI.BOB
11,AVE TBK HIGHEST 8TAllTING 8
FOil C01,.LEGE G
AVEl\AGll(G
no,ooo
a year •
•
TBB COLLEGE BAS A
CABDa
PLA"EMENT RECORD.
.

.

.

'

;

•00%

§
A weekly
In-depth study designed to give you the biblical principles
•

that will ensure your success.

or

.......

Blackburn Auditorium
Tues·. & Thurs.
j 2~00-1 :OOpm
~--------~~---~~-----

FOB MDU INf'OBNATION, CONTACT1

Ol'l'ICE OJ' TD DEAN
COLLEGE
··•-ACY

•

-----

~· 1

Ivy LaDctra J. McG•h•,
You're looltiq good. Be ......,,
I'll sec you soon .
:

8t

Presents:

•

To IVY Myra:
I hope today finds you with at least
one dream come ttuc ,
And a bencr, clearer vision of that

and

Maranatha Student Fell9wship

•

your thinking day by day.
I LOVE YOU,
Shari L. McCoy

THANK YOU

GUYANA

!

•Sunday, March 11
Dedication Ceremony 3 p.m.
Andrew Rank.in Chapel

-

1o Ivy #1 , Valerie Pippin

h9

(P; ~·

• Learn what it means to Jive an
overcoming Christian life .

M

n y, art
_ Delta/Delta Beau Dinner
A . •
Bl ·~·- F
ucb.on ~ p.m. ac..UUI•• orum
_ Delta/Delta Beau Coffeehouse 8
Black bum Auditorium

js

HARVEST BIBLE STUDY

u:~ERSITY

To IVY Myra:
May the strength you've always
longed for r111 your heart and mind to
stay.
And the light of inspiration guide

